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Department News
This year’s opening letter comes from two of us – former Chair, 
Carl Jacobson, and new Chair Neal Iverson. The switch took place 
on July 1. Carl was quite happy to pass the torch to Neal, but will 
continue as alumni coordinator, so feel free to contact either of us if 
you have questions, comments, etc.
In addition to the change at the departmental level, long-time 
Liberal Arts and Sciences Dean Michael Whiteford retired at the end 
of this academic year. Many of you may have met Mike over the 
past decade at our on-campus alumni gatherings. Mike and his wife 
Patty have moved to Portland, Oregon, to be closer to children and 
grandchildren. David Oliver, who was Associate Dean for Research under Mike, will serve as Interim Dean for the current academic 
year. A search is underway to hire a new Dean to begin July, 2012. At the university level, President Gregory Geoffroy announced 
this past March that he will retire after spring semester, 2012. Dr. Geoffroy joined the ISU faculty as President in the fall of 2001. 
Previously, he had been Provost at the University of Maryland.
We are pleased to report that the university budget has stabilized, at least momentarily, after several years of very deep cuts. State 
support for the university continues to decline, but this year the loss in state funds will be balanced by a 5% increase in tuition 
combined with a record enrollment of 29,887. This represents a substantial increase over last year’s enrollment of 28,682, which was 
itself a record. On the down side, the high numbers are a challenge to accommodate between depleted levels of faculty, staff, and 
graduate assistants and tight classroom space.
The tuition revenues that derive from increased enrollments have benefitted our department. Specifically, we have been given 
permission to conduct a search this year for a tenure-track faculty member. As we indicated last year, two faculty searches that we 
initiated in fall, 2009 were cancelled midway through that academic year as a direct result of university budget cuts. In addition, 
Ken Windom retired at the end of spring, 2010, and his position likewise reverted to the college. We did receive funds for a two-
year lecturer position (now held by Barb Hill), but this was simply a stopgap measure to allow a gradual transition of Ken’s courses 
to other existing faculty members. Although our current search will restore just one of the positions we lost in 2009-2010, we are 
advertising in two areas, sedimentary geology and environmental geochemistry. Both areas are critical to the department, and we 
want to ensure the broadest pool of candidates in order to make an outstanding hire. The hope is that we can get a second position 
down the road, and thus ultimately hire in both areas.
Despite the tough economic times, the department is performing extremely well, and we remain optimistic for the future. Through 
our introductory service courses we teach nearly 3,000 students a year. In fact, relative to the size of our faculty, we teach more 
students than any of the other science departments in our college. The number of undergraduate majors in geology and Earth 
science, which had been on the low side, is now healthy. We currently have just shy of 70 undergraduate majors, a number we 
haven’t seen in over 20 years. The strong job market in geology probably helps, but most directly we attribute this to the instructors 
in our introductory service courses, who do a great job of getting students interested in the discipline.
We are also proud of the many accomplishments of our faculty in research. Our grant funding ranks us within the top fifth of 
departments in the college. Over 90% of our faculty have external grant funding, one of the highest rates in the university. Our 
faculty members are engaged in a wide range of interesting and important projects. You can learn more about these activities 
from the lists of grants and publications later in the newsletter and from the individual faculty write-ups. However, we’d also 
like to highlight a few examples here. Kristie Franz and Bill Simpkins are lead investigators in a multidisciplinary project to 
study the effects of agricultural tile drainages on streamflow hydrology in Iowa. This is a very important topic in light of flooding 
events that have become so commonplace in the Midwest in recent decades. Igor Beresnev has long been known for his work on 
improving petroleum recovery through seismic stimulation, and recently Saudi Aramco has approached him expressing an interest 
in supporting his work. Al Wanamaker, who has just finished his second year in the department, has done an outstanding job of 
reactivating the stable isotope laboratory and has already secured a $300,000 NSF grant. Cinzia Cervato continues her efforts in 
developing effective instructional methods in introductory geoscience courses. She is a lead investigator on grants totaling over 
$2,000,000 directed to improving the science curriculum, in general, at ISU. Paul Spry, who has long had a high profile in the 
economic geology community, has recently been selected as the Society of Economic Geologists 2012 Thayer Lindsley Visiting 
Lecturer. This position involves giving lectures in the U.S. and around the world. It’s truly an exciting time within the department.
Greetings from the Chairs
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Alumni Events and Awards
This was a banner year for alumni events. We saw many of you at the GSA meeting in Denver last fall at our usual watering hole 
– Pints Pub. We likewise had an excellent turnout at AAPG, both for our private breakfast and for the evening gathering at the all-
alumni reception. In addition, thanks go to Tom and Evonne Smith, who hosted a gathering last October at the Houstonian Hotel 
that was open to ISU Houston-area alumni as a whole, not just those from our department. We were quite fortunate to have both 
President Geoffroy and former Dean Whiteford in attendance. We saw some of you at GSA in Minneapolis in the fall, and we look 
forward to seeing others at AAPG in Long Beach in the spring. We’ll keep you posted regarding dates and times of events by e-mail. 
If you have not been receiving e-mails from us, and would like to be on the list, please send your address to either Carl Jacobson 
(cejac@iastate.edu) or DeAnn Frisk (dfrisk@iastate.edu).
The biggest event this past year, of course, was the Alumni Days gathering at field camp over the 4th of July weekend. It was just as 
much fun as the previous ones in 2002 and 2007, with the special addition of being able to show off and dedicate our new main 
building. Other activities included fossil collecting in the Sundance Formation, a tour of the Red Gulch Dinosaur Tracksite, a visit to 
the Buffalo Bill Historical Center in Cody, and rafting on the Shoshone River near Cody. We had close to 120 people at the reunion, 
with nearly 90 on the rafting trip, which was quite a sight! Don’t worry if you missed this one; we will do it again in four or five 
years.
As you know, every fall we honor one or more of our alumni at an awards ceremony hosted by the College. Last year’s recipient 
of the Geology Distinguished Alumni Award was Gary Johnson (B.S., 1964; M.S., 1967; Ph.D., 1971), who is a longtime faculty 
member at Dartmouth College. Gary is particularly renowned for his work on the geology of early hominoid sites and on the 
relations between tectonics and sedimentation. This year we honored two geology alumni. One is Tracy Vallier (B.S., 1962; Ph.D., 
Oregon State, 1967), a marine geologist who spent most of his career at, and is retired from, the U.S. Geological Survey. Tracy 
participated in many scientific research cruises and was Chief Scientist for 10, including one leg of the Glomar Challenger. He has 
almost 200 scientific publications, and remains active even in retirement. The second is Tom Bown (B.S., 1968; Ph.D., Wyoming, 
1977). Tom worked for the U.S. Geological Survey for nearly 20 years and since 1995 has been a consulting geologist. He has made 
many contributions to the field of paleobiology, including the discovery of the richest Paleogene fossil primate locality in Africa 
and the first empirical documentation of a genus-to-genus evolutionary transition. He is the 2010 recipient of the Morris F. Skinner 
Award of the Society of Vertebrate Paleontology. As always, we are extremely proud of the accomplishments of our alumni and look 
forward to recognizing many more of you in future years. 
Field Camp
As noted above, this summer we dedicated our new main building, which includes a kitchen, dining room/classroom, and staff 
quarters. The building was first put into service in the summer of 2010 and has improved the educational and living aspects of 
camp for both faculty and students. One particularly nice feature is the porch along the south side of the building, facing Shell 
Creek. It’s a great place to relax after a long day of work in the field and classroom. We owe special thanks to Tom and Evonne 
Smith, Don and Barb Henkel, Kevin and Kerry Connolly, Howard and Elaine White, Jane Grenier and Roger Larson (deceased), and 
Bruce Bowen for their leadership gifts, and to the many more of you who have contributed to field camp over the years. Without 
your help, this project would not have been possible. We also wish to acknowledge our own Mark Mathison, who was the de facto 
project manager. Mark put in a tremendous effort over the past few years working with the builder, fire marshal, county officials, 
surveyor, etc. Much of the success of the project is owed to Mark.
As those of you who attended camp before we had the new building will appreciate, one of the best features of the new facility is 
the inclusion of flush toilets. There are three bathrooms with showers and toilets in the staff quarters on the second floor. There is 
one bathroom on the ground floor available for student use. As you might guess, this is not sufficient for the 30-plus students we 
now typically get at camp, so we can’t yet dispense with the port-a-potties. Hence, our next goal for the camp is a new building for 
the students with separate bathrooms and shower areas for men and women, plus a laundry room. We’ll come back to this in the 
section on fundraising.
We continue to involve a number of faculty members from both Iowa State and Nebraska, each teaching part of the course. Mark 
Mathison is the only senior staff member (as opposed to TAs) out for the entire summer. Nebraska handles the instruction for 
the first 2.5 weeks of camp. Their current instructors are Chris Fielding and Tracy Frank. Tracy happens to have a B.S. from our 
department (1990), and obtained her Ph.D. from Michigan. Besides Mark, the ISU staff this summer included three instructors 
returning from previous years: Jane Dawson, Karen Noggle, and Carl Jacobson. Also involved for the first time was Susy 
Ankerstjerne. Susy received her M.S. from our department last fall under the direction of Neal Iverson and is now a lab technician 
working with Al Wanamaker in the stable isotope lab. Alumni Erik Kvale and Rick Chamberlain, and their colleague Ben Burke, 
continue to run their exercise on the Greybull Sandstone. This group, along with Gary Johnson, needs to be thanked additionally 
for their presentation at the Alumni Days event on the Greybull project and the Red Gulch locality.
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Charitable Giving
We are extremely grateful for your support, which is especially critical in these times of reduced university funding. Field camp 
remains an important priority. Eventually we will need to replace the student cabins. However, as mentioned above, our focus 
for now is on a new bathroom/shower house/laundry. This is an area in which a modest investment ($120,000) could provide an 
enormous improvement in the student experience.
Our priorities beyond this relate to additional forms of student support. If there is one point that has been driven home by the 
budget cuts of recent years, it is that we cannot prosper as a department without strong enrollments at the undergraduate and 
graduate level. Yet geology (and we include Earth science here, as well) is a tough area in which to recruit, because students get 
very little exposure to it during their precollege education. Geology is also an expensive major, particularly because of field camp. 
This is a significant issue at a time when students are carrying more debt than ever. Last summer, tuition and fees for field camp 
amounted to $3,400. In addition, students lose at least six weeks of potential work time. We know that we lose majors because of 
the cost of field camp. Students would love new barracks, but even better would be more scholarship support. Alumni have already 
been generous in providing scholarship funds, but we’d like to triple the amount available. In addition, students spend hundreds of 
dollars per semester on special courses fees, just in their geology courses, for field trips and laboratory supplies and equipment. As 
with camp, we already subsidize this a bit with alumni funds, but we want to do even better. To help students with both field camp 
and course fees during the academic year, our goal is to raise $500,000.
The other area of need is in funding for graduate students. Departmental support for graduate students has taken a beating over 
the past decade. We have too few assistantship lines, and the level of the stipend is not competitive with those of peer geoscience 
programs. In order to maintain the level of research excellence described above, we need the continued ability to recruit top-notch 
graduate students, and this is becoming harder and harder under the current budgetary climate. Establishing a large endowment 
to support graduate assistantships is thus one of our highest priorities. We have an initial goal in this area of $1,000,000, with the 
ultimate intent to increase that to $2,000,000.
Thank you once again for your support. We wish you the best for the coming year.
Carl Jacobson                 Neal Iverson
Professor Professor
Alumni Coordinator Smith Family Foundation Chair in Geology
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Joe Bauman 
BS 2008; jbauman@huntoil.com 
Joe graduated from Texas Tech University this past spring 
with a Master's degree in geosciences. He currently works 
as an exploration geologist for Hunt Oil Company in 
Dallas, where he is primarily assigned to exploration along 
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Toxicology and Public Administration. Joe claims that in 
lieu of kids they will be getting puppies in the fall! 
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Shawn Blaesing-Thompson (BS 1997) at Summit Lake below 
Mt Evans on a hiking trip in Colorado
Ben Brayley (B.S. 1960) in Wyoming attending the ISU Geology 
Alumni Reunion
Joe Bauman
BS 2008; jbauman@huntoil.com
Joe graduated from Texas Tech University this past spring with 
a Master’s degree in geosciences. He currently works as an 
exploration geologist for Hunt Oil Company in Dallas, where he 
is primarily assigned to exploration along Australia’s Northwest 
Shelf. It was a great year for Joe as he also got married. His 
wife, Sandy, whom he claims is smarter than him, also recently 
graduated from Texas Tech University with Master’s degrees in 
Environmental Toxicology and Public Administration. Joe claims 
that in lieu of kids they will be getting puppies in the fall!
Ray Bisque
MS 1957; ramon@bisque.com
According to Ray, he is  sixty percent retired. When he is not 
fishing or hunting, he is working on the geochemistry related 
to clean coal scenarios. He still lives in the foothills between 
Boulder and Golden, Colorado. One of his grandaughters 
graduated from the Colorado School of Mines and another 
is a junior there. Two others graduated from Regis College. 
Eleven other grandchildren are headed for college! SOFTWARE 
BISQUE, the company developed by his four sons is building 
robotic telescope mounts, writing astronomy software, and 
thriving. Their systems are used by the U.S. Air Force, Harvard, 
and dozens of other academic institutions. Ray remains in touch 
with other alumni including Jim Wagner and Larry Jennings 
and he would like to hear from anyone who remembers the 
“North Forty” in the basement of the Science Building and/or the 
geology summer camp in Fountain Creek Canyon, Colorado.   
Shawn Blaesing-Thompson
BS 1997; mudnmaps@gmail.com
Shawn Blaesing-Thompson works for the Iowa Department 
of Transportation as the GIS Coordinator for the Office of 
Maintenance.  Husband Joe Thompson (Field Camp 96) does a 
lot of traveling  in the state as the assistant state geologist with 
the USDA-Natural Resource Conservation Service in Des Moines. 
Their son, Joshua (2 1/2 years), loves helping his mom in the 
garden and on projects around the house. Big sister Abigail just 
started 2nd grade and loves reading about science and horses. 
Shawn spends her spare time in the spring and summer months 
training and racing in triathlons (swim, bike, run) and this year 
completed two 1/2 marathons and a 1/2 Ironman Triathlon. You 
can reach Shawn through Facebook or at mudnmaps@gmail.com.
Ben Braley
BS 1960; benbraley@gmail.com
Ben wote to let everyone know how great a time he and his 
wife, Brigitte, had at the Field Camp reunion this summer. He 
particularly wanted to thank DeAnn as well as Carol and Carl 
Jacobson for all the work they put into the event to make it such 
a success. This was Ben’s first trip back to the camp since he left 
the original camp in Colorado in 1957. Since that time (54 years 
ago!), Ben spent two years as an army Artillery Officer, mostly 
in South Korea.  He then went to work for the Defense Mapping 
Agency in St Louis where he worked as a cartographer and later 
as a physical scientist mostly on projects in support of flight 
simulation. After 30 years, he retired and has been employed 
part time as an AV technician for the St Louis Zoo.  
Ben married Brigitte in 1963 and they have two boys, Raoul and 
Randy, and four grandchildren Alex, Christopher, Marissa, and 
Sarah. When their kids were younger they enjoyed camping 
in the western US. Today, he and Brigitte enjoy cruising and 
traveling in Europe. They live in Eureka, Missouri, right across 
the highway from Six Flags theme park!
Bjorn Brooks
PhD 2009; bjorn@climatemodeling.org
Bjorn is using many of the skills he developed as a Ph.D. student 
working on the Chronos Project with Cinzia Cervato in his 
second post-doc at the University of Illinois. He has just begun 
Alumni Notes
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working on many of the modeling activities for PalEON, a new 
interdisciplinary NSF project focused on validating the carbon 
exchange and dynamics within terrestrial ecosystem models 
using paleo-proxy data from the Great Lakes to New England 
over the past 2,000 years. In his free time, Bjorn is still a college 
sports fan and does tailgating with other geologists before the 
Illini home football games. Some things never change-- he also 
resumed pick-up basketball games with his former classmate 
Jason Thomason (Ph.D. 2006) who also works on campus at the 
Illinois State Geological Survey.
Dale Brunotte
BS 1974; Dale.Brunotte@dnr.iowa.gov
Dale is still with the Air Quality Bureau of the Iowa Department 
of Natural Resources. His first American-born granddaughter 
(Natalie Chloe Ligadu) was born on August 23, 2011.
Kevin Connolly
B.S. (Earth Science) 1987; kevin@isualum.com
The Connolly clan had a great trip to the 2011 Alumni Days at 
the Field Camp in July. Kevin’s wife and 2 daughters attended, 
and were honored to have the deck named after himself and his 
wife, Kerry. The lodge is absolutely incredible, and he is pleased 
to see the work done at the camp to improve it and make it a 
“destination field camp” for the rest of the US. Each year, Kevin 
is touched by the letters he receives from the students he is 
able to help attend field camp. He learned this summer that 
all of the ISU students received some type of funding from the 
department. 
In February, Kevin celebrated his 15th year with the State 
of Iowa Department of Natural Resources. However, he 
unfortunately had a medical issue that forced him into a coma 
with two collapsed lungs. He was admitted to the hospital on 
January 23 and was released on February 11th. All but four days 
were spent on a ventilator in the Intensive Care Unit. It was a 
scary time for he and his family, but he has recovered with only 
a few lingering adverse effects of the illness. 
 
To celebrate his recovery, he and his family vacationed for a 
week in Cancun, Mexico in June. A fantastic experience for all 
of them, and some time for real relaxation after his illness. They 
anticipate going again next year. 
 
Kerry has come to share Kevin’s love of the field camp and the 
surrounding area. Recurring trips are definite, and she cannot 
get over the sight of the Chugwater cliffs over Shell Creek. 
She keeps their home sane and from descending into chaos, 
even after 2 complete knee replacements in less than 2 years. 
However, she would love to see a Mandelbrot set of their home 
should they allow chaos to reign.  
 
Kevin’s oldest daughter, Candice, graduated from Vatterott 
College in Des Moines in August, 2011. She completed an 
associate’s degree in Information Technology. Currently, she is 
working with a consulting company in the area. His youngest 
daughter, Kathleen, is a sophmore at Pella High School and is 
very active in marching band and choir. In the past year, her 
marching band won the title of Best Marching Band in Iowa for 
2010, and they attended the Outback Bowl on January 1, 2011. 
Jim Crowther
BS 1956; jimnhats@cox.net
As reported earlier this year, the three amigos are now only two.  
Bill Boyd died last February - a friend of almost 60 years and an 
interesting fellow, dog fancier and breeder, hunter, fisherman, 
and fraternity brother.  Bill approached life with intensity. Years 
ago, Dave Schacht noted, “Henry David Thoreau once wrote, 
The mass of men lead lives of quiet desperation, Bill Boyd is 
noisy about it.” Bill and Dave continue to miss him and wish 
the best for Jan Boyd, his widow. He and Dave Schacht continue 
to get together about twice a year for golf and fellowship.  In 
September they journeyed to Mammoth Lakes, California, 
for the annual golf tournament at Mammoth’s Sierra Star golf 
Dale Brunotte (B.S. 1974) with new grandchild, Natalie Chloe 
Ligadu
Bjorn Brooks (Ph.D. 2009; far right) with colleagues at a high 
performance computing facility at Oak Ridge National Laboratory
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course, a glorious facility.  Dave’s son is the manager and golf pro 
there, so naturally they patronize it as much as possible during 
their visits.
Tracy Frank
B.S. 1989; tfrank2@unl.edu
Tracy is still at UNL, but is enjoying sabbatical leave this 
semester at the University of Western Australia in Perth.  She is 
there studying Permian rocks in the Perth and Carnarvon Basins. 
She and her husband, Chris Fielding, spent time during the 
summer teaching at the ISU Field Camp. 
 
Larry Garside
BS 1965; lgarside@unr.edu
After graduating from Iowa State in 1965, Larry went to 
graduate school at the Mackay School of Mines, University of 
Nevada, Reno. He had a graduate research assistantship with the 
Nevada Bureau of Mines and Geology (NBMG) on campus, and 
took a research geologist position there in 1968 after finishing 
his MS. He retired from NBMG in 2009; 42 years with the 
same employer (not counting his time as a GRA). In his job, 
he did quadrangle-scale geologic maps in mining districts and 
urban areas, mineral resources studies, and work on Nevada’s 
geothermal, petroleum, and uranium resources. Larry presently 
has an emeritus faculty position at UNR, and continues to work 
on one project at least half time. He and his wife, Terri, live 
north of Reno. She is the Executive Assistant for the Nevada 
State Geologist and a FEMA disaster assistance reservist. They 
have two daughters in law enforcement and a five-year-old 
granddaughter, all who live in Elko, Nevada. They enjoy riding 
their Harleys and taking their motorhome to some nice spots 
in the west. Larry says he definitely credits his lifelong interest 
in all things geological to Iowa State, and particularly to the 
Summer Field Camp (1963 and 1964).
Adriana Heimann
MS 2002; PhD 2006; Heimanna@ecu.edu 
Adriana is an Assistant Professor of Mineralogy/Petrology at 
East Carolina University (ECU). Her husband, Manuel, is an 
Instructor of Physics and Astronomy at ECU. Adriana went on 
a number of work-related trips over the last year including the 
GSA meeting in Minneapolis where she caught up with friends 
from ISU and presented the results of her research on gahnite in 
pegmatite from Brazil. Although she continues to be busy with 
teaching and research at ECU her one year old son, Nicolas, is 
the center of her day’s activities. 
Daniel Hummer
BS 2004; dhummer@geosc.psu.edu
For the past year, Dan continued his postdoctoral fellowship 
at the Carnegie Geophysical Laboratory in Washington D.C. 
He is involved in a number of collaborative projects, but 
his primary project concerns the incorporation of Fe3+ into 
mantle perovskite. He recently returned from Prague, where he 
presented this work at the 2011 Goldschmidt conference. It was 
a fantastic conference, and Prague is a beautiful city! 
 
He is also in the process of publishing a paper from his 
dissertation on the crystallization mechanism of titanium oxide 
minerals, which will be published in the Journal of Crystal 
Growth. There has been a lot of travel for Dan over the past year, 
including trips to Argonne National Laboratory, conferences in 
San Francisco and Virginia (in addition to Prague), a vacation 
in western Europe, and a trip to the Tucson Gem and Mineral 
Show. In his spare time, he has kept busy with writing and 
recording music, tutoring high school chemistry, and activities 
with the local Spanish club. Next spring he will be leaving 
Carnegie, so he is actively looking for a job. 
Larry Garside (B.S. 1965) relaxing at Petrified National Forest, 
Arizona
Adriana Heimann (MS 2002; PhD 2006) relaxing with her 
son, Nicolas, at the Geological Society of America Meeting in 
Minneapolis, October, 2011
Dan Hummer (B.S. 2004) in Prague attending the 2011 
Goldschmidt Conference
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Maranda (Marks) McSpadden 
BS, Earth Science, 1997; mcspadm@hotmail.com
Although Maranda, who now lives in Carthage, Missouri,  is not 
in geology/Earth Sciences, she expressed great joy in seeing the 
improvements to field camp and the new building!
 
Darlette Meekins
M.S. 1995; Darlette.Meekins@VDOT.Virginia.gov
Darlette is a geographical informations systems (GIS) analyst 
with the Virginia Department of Transportation. She teaches 
GIS and GPS as an adjunct at a four year institution in Virginia, 
and has also taught Earth science. Darlette spends time (in 
workshops) teaching teachers and students GPS and GIS 
applications, and goes to conferences with students promoting 
agriculture research using GIS as a tool. One of her research 
topics involves the study of sea life in Chesapeake Bay using GIS. 
Darlette is also undertaking a PhD in Education. For fun, she is a 
recreational scuba diver.
David Pals
B.S. 1998; M.S.2002; David.Pals@dnr.iowa.gov
Diane Pals
B.S. 1995, M.S. 1998; Diane.A.Pals@us.mwhglobal.com
This past summer started with a lay-off notice from the Iowa 
Geological Survey for Dave but his position was spared by 
the timely retirement of Brian Witzke. The letter served as a 
wake-up call to David to continue to explore opportunities and 
spurred on some of the summers geo-adventuring with the 
family. They visited some notable geology stops on the way to 
the field camp reunion and then ventured to Yellowstone and 
Grand Teton, spending time on the Snake River, then visiting 
Flaming Gorge, Dinosaur, and Rocky Mountain National Park 
on the way back to Iowa. They also spent time in the Lake 
Superior Region around Ashland, WI and Duluth, MN as well as 
the Boundary Waters Canoe Area. Diane continues to work as a 
Brownfield Project Scientist with HR Green in Cedar Rapids.
The latest news is that David and Diane will be moving to Fiji 
where David just accepted a position with Lion One Metals 
based out of Vancouver to work on the Tuvatu gold deposit. 
David did a Master’s thesis on the nearby giant Emperor deposit 
whereas another alumnus, Nancy Scherbarth, did her Master’s 
with Paul Spry on the Tuvatu deposit. Although Davis will move 
to Fiji in November, Diane and their children will move to Fiji 
next spring. 
Frank Reckendorf 
B.S. 1961, M.S. 1964; frecken@mac.com 
2011 was another busy year for the Reckendorf’s but they found 
time for a few trips. Elisa and Frank went to the ISU Alumni 
Reunion in Ames where he received a medal for 50 years as an 
alumnus. Frank also gave a seminar in the department entitled 
“Causes of streambank erosion and the use of large woody 
materials in streambank erosion and in habitat restoration.” 
Angelo Stefani, who was in the same field camp party with 
Frank in 1958, heard that the Reckendorfs were in town and 
came over from Nevada, IA for the presentation. Angelo decided 
to sign up for the Geology Camp reunion and Frank and Angelo 
got together again with other old friends in Shell in July. They 
enjoyed the reunion and enjoyed the chance to use the new 
building. They also had a great field trip to Cody and did a river 
float. When the Reckendorfs were in Ames they also got together 
for dinner with Gary (class of 1961) and Annamaria  Hauser, 
with Angelo Stefani. Frank is still active in part-time consulting 
on stream habitat and streambank erosion jobs along with 
occasional expert witness work in litigations. The litigation he 
did in 2011 was his 16th, although less than half actually go to 
trial. Frank also squeezes in about 400 hours of volunteer work 
a year, mostly for environmental organizations and his church.
Ryan Schilling
BS 2008; rshilling12@gmail.com
After graduating in 2008, Ryan began working in Ames at a 
friend’s bicycle distribution center called Cycle Force Group. 
He was there until May, 2011 before moving to Denver. In June, 
Ryan started working for Columbine Logging Inc. as a well 
site geologist providing mud logging services. The company is 
based out of Littletown, CO and provides logging services in 
Colorado, Wyoming, Nebraska, North Dakota, Montana, and 
Utah. He trained in Colorado in the DJ basin for about a week 
David and Diane Pals’ son, Noah Pals, at Lake One Troctolite, 
Boundary Waters Canoe Area, MN
Darlette Meekins (M.S. 1995; in the foreground) attending the 
Geographical Information Systems Food Security Workshop 
(June 2009)
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and then was sent out as a second geologist to Wyoming, where 
he has been working ever since. Ryan loves that the rocks he has 
been drilling are those that outcropped in the Big Horn Basin, 
near the ISU Field Camp. In his spare time he likes disc golfing, 
hiking, camping, canoeing, snowboarding, sand volleyball, 
fishing, and just spending time in the mountains.
Beth Spear
MS 2003; beth_spear@hotmail.com
This year, Beth began her eighth year teaching science at Central 
High School in Salem, WI. The climate of teaching for her has 
certainly changed in the last few years in Wisconsin. Just like 
everywhere else in the world, Wisconson faced a budget crisis. 
Based upon conversations she had with educators across the 
country she felt that her school is doing pretty well. Beth spent 
many weekends this past winter doing something she never 
pictured herself doing…chanting and protesting at her state 
capital. She was there during rain, sleet, snow, or sunshine for 
several weeks. Despite the unrest in Madison, learning continued 
in her class room. This summer she found a wonderful variety 
of professional development workshops to enhance her class 
room curriculum. She went to the National Radio Astronomy 
Observatory in Green Bank, WV with two of her students during 
July (http://www.pulsarsearchcollaboratory.org/). They learned 
how to search for evidence of pulsars in radio signal data that 
has never been reviewed by anyone previously. One of the 
goals of the pulsar research is to establish a network of known 
pulsars astronomers can use to study astronomical phenomena 
like gravity waves.  In August, she visited Concord, MA and 
learned how to use the curriculum from the High Adventure 
Science project created by the Concord Consortium (http://
has.portal.concord.org/investigations/list/preview). This project 
guides students through digital investigations about unanswered 
science questions scientists are studying today including: 
climate change, fresh water availability, and life on other planets. 
The Concord Consortium study is trying to measure how the 
curriculum changes students’ perception of science and their 
understanding of science.  She also attended a San Diego Safari 
Park workshop for three days where she learned many things 
about conservation and resource management. The group 
used gel electrophoresis to determine condor gender, elephant 
hormones extracted from dung to assess elephant fertility, and 
line trapping for amphibians, reptiles, and one big, hairy spider!  
She is also planning on traveling to Puerto Rico as part of a 
Research Experience for Teachers project where she will work 
with Xavier Siemens at the University of Wisconsin Milwaukee 
(http://www.gravity.phys.uwm.edu/arcc/). She plans to learn how 
to remotely control the Arecibo telescope from Wisconsin so that 
she can search for more pulsars!  
David Uhlir
Ph.D. 1987; duhlir@gmail.com
Dave regrets that he didn’t make the alumni reunion this 
summer as he would have loved to have connected with friends 
and to see the camp again. Alas, he was touring colleges on the 
east coast with his youngest daughter, Katherine, who is highly 
unlikely to become a geology major. They stopped at Gettysburg 
during the trip, where Katherine and Dave visited the trend of 
the line where the 20th Maine defended the Union position on 
Little Roundtop at a critical point of the battle. 
 
His wife, Mary Kraus, was in the Bighorn Basin later this 
summer to help collect Willwood Formation core from the 
Bighorn Basin Coring Project. Mary continues in her position as 
professor of geological sciences at the University of Colorado at 
Boulder. Their older daughter, Christina, is starting her junior 
year at the University of Colorado. Christina is also not likely to 
major in geology, but she has spent months helping Mary with 
her fieldwork in the Bighorn Basin. David still works for Cisco 
Systems, Inc. out of an office in downtown Denver, about a 
block from Coors Field.
Beth Spear (M.S. 2003) at the National Radio Astronomy 
Observatory in West Virginia with the Green Bank Telescope in 
the background
Dave Uhlir (Ph.D. 1987) at Little Roundtop, Gettysburg, site of 
one of the battles during the Civil War
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Send us news about yourself and your family for next year’s Varve by e-mail to pgspry@iastate.edu.
Nick Vreeland
M.S. 2010; nickvreeland@gmail.com
Nick’s summer was extremely busy. In June, he got promoted to 
Technical Coordinator at Epic Healthcare Systems in Verona, WI, 
was married on July 23 to his wonderful wife Jessie, and they 
closed on their first home at the beginning of August!  He was 
hoping for a slowdown this fall, but have found many items to 
update around the new house, which will keep him busy for a 
while!
Joe Wells
B.S. 2009; jwwells@iastate.edu
After graduating from ISU in 2009, Joe spent time working 
in two kitchens in Ames while he waited for his girl friend to 
graduate. Once she did, Joe spent the summer with his folks 
doing all sorts of yard work and endlessly sending out resumes. 
Joe enjoyed working in a kitchen; however, he tells us it was 
time to get a better paying job so he could support himself 
and pay back student loans. Unfortunately, he found that no 
company wanted to hire someone without experience, so the 
search continued for months. Joe is currently in training in a 
metallurgical laboratory doing iron testing for John Deere. He 
works with a mass spectrometer and a Leco machine to measure 
carbon and sulfur contents. So Joe is becoming a chemist rather 
than a geologist or a geochemist, but he is enjoying it so far.  
Alessandro Zanazzi
M.S. 2004; alessandro.zanazzi@gmail.com
Alessandro has taken a new position as assistant professor 
at Utah Valley University in Orem, Utah, after completing a 
temporary assistant professor position at Eastern Connecticut 
State University. His wife Lilly (Weihong) Wang, also an alumnus 
of the department (M.S. 2004) teaches geology at Brookdale 
Community College in New Jersey. Their son, Martin, loves 
school and is now 6 years old. Alessando recently gave a 
presentation at the Geological Society of America in Minneapolis 
where he met with his former professors and friends from ISU. 
Alessandro Zanazzi (M.S. 2004) with Paul Spry at the Geological
Society of America Meeting in Minneapolis, October, 2011
Samantha Bristol, a Master’s student working with Paul Spry, 
doing field work at the Kallianou copper-bismuth-gold telluride 
prospect, Evia Island, Greece
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Awards & Publications
GEOLOGY STUDENT AWARDS
(Presented at the 2011 Spring Banquet)
UNDERGRADUATE AWARDS
Carolyn Jones-Eiler Summer Field Camp Scholarship
Ethan Dahlhauser 
Ning Zhang 
Peter Johnson Memorial Scholarship
John Hoyt
Beck Family Scholarship
Jolene Coonradt 
Jessica Lehman 
Jordan Nystrom 
Dan Smart
Kevin Connolly Field Camp Scholarship
Anson Flaspohler 
Megan Owen 
Kevin Kresch 
Kale Snavely 
Huedepohl Geology Field Camp Scholarship
Andrew Carver
Sarah Feiner
Smith Foundation Scholarship
Christina Murphy 
David Llewellyn 
Andrew Lane 
Jon Peckenpaugh Memorial Scholarship
Samantha Bristol
Broc Burmeister
Outstanding Undergraduate Award 
Jessica Feenstra
GRADUATE AWARDS
Pick-of-the-Year
Andy Fornadel
Outstanding Teaching Assistant
Josh O’Brien
John Lemish Award
Erin Beirne 
Shelly Griffin 
Mitch Cline 
Ben Petersen
Graduate Student Seminar 
Top Paper Awards
Erin Beirne
Shelly Griffin
Runner-up Paper Award
Mitch Cline
Outstanding Contributions
Tom Parham
Other Undergraduate and Graduate 
Student Awards
Fornadel, Andrew - Best Poster Award, Geological Society of 
Canada-Mineralogical Society of Canada-Society of Economic 
Geologists-Society of Geology Applied to Ore Deposits Meeting, 
Ottawa, Canada, $500
O’Brien, Josh - Gahnite as an Exploration Guide to Broken Hill-
Type Ore Deposits. Hugh E. McKinstry Student Research Award, 
Society of Economic Geologists Foundation, $2,500.
Reichart, Collin - Outstanding Teaching Assistant Award from 
the National Association of Geoscience Teachers
Smokovitz, Jake – A Low-Cost Stable Isotope and Private Well 
Sampling Approach to Quantify Groundwater/Lake Interaction 
in a Glacial Lake in Northeastern Minnesota. Geological Society 
of America Student Grant, $3,000.
GRADUATING  STUDENTS 
Fall 2010
Kurt Pisarik (BS)
Kaylee Richter (BS)
Kyle Scott (BS)
Suzanne Ankerstjerne (MS)
Andy Fornadel (MS)
Spring 2011
Dylan Shoemaker (BS)
Nick Croonquist (BS)
Jessica Feenstra (BS)
Melanie Marzen (BS)
Summer 2011
Sarah Feiner (BS)
Christina Murphy (BS)
Erin Beirne (MS)
Undergraduate Ethan Dalhauser doing his best “Where’s Waldo” 
imitation at the rock, gem and mineral sale run by Geology Club 
at this year’s VEISHEA
Kelli Soll (BS)
Collin Reichert (MS)
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Graduate Students and their 
Research Projects
Bristol, Samantha – Geology, Mineralogy, and Geochemistry 
of the Shear-Zone Hosted Stanos Copper-Bismuth Gold 
Deposit, Northern Greece (Spry); M.S.
Cline, Mitch - A LiDAR Study of Washboard Moraines of the Des 
Moines Lobe (Iverson, Harding); M.S. 
Conrad, Kayla - Seasonal Hydrologic Trends in Iowa Watersheds 
over the Last half of the 20th Century (Franz); M.S.
Day, Sarah - Reassessing End Moraines of the Des Moines Lobe 
with LiDAR Data (Iverson, Harding); M.S.
Davidson, Adam - Quantification and Tracking of Human 
Enteric Viruses in the Ames Aquifer (Simpkins); M.S.
Faeth, Adam - (HCI/CompE) Emergent Effects in Multimodal 
Feedback from Virtual Buttons (Harding); Ph.D.
Fornadel, Andrew – Stable Tellurium Isotope Systematics 
of Gold-Silver Telluride Deposits: A Theoretical and 
Experimental Approach (Spry); Ph.D.
Forsythe, Nathan - The Geology and Geochemistry of Gold 
Telluride Mineralization in the Navilawa Caldera, Fiji. (Spry); 
M.S.
Gaul, William - Laboratory Studies of the Behavior of Non-
Wetting Droplets in Capillary Channels (Beresnev); Ph.D.
Griffin, Shelly - Creating Master Shell Chronologies of Arctica 
Islandica in the Gulf of Maine to Monitor Environmental 
Change (Wanamaker); M.S.
Karsten, Logan - Application of MODIS Snow Cover Products 
for Streamflow Prediction in Mountainous Regions (Franz); 
M.S.
Kohlhaas, Joe - Lattice Boltzmann Simulations of Two-Phase 
Fluid Flow: Application to Acoustic Stimulation of Oil 
Recovery (Beresnev); Ph.D.
Koopman, Jim (HCI)- Creating Mental Routes from Audio 
Descriptions (Harding); M.S.
Lincoln, Scott - Application and Testing of a Watershed Model 
for Predicting Floods in Small Watersheds in Iowa (Franz); 
M.S.
Lishansky, Rachel - A Digital Map and Thermochronologic 
Analysis of the Picacho-Trigo Mountains Region of 
Southeastern California-Southwestern Arizona (Jacobson, 
Harding); M.S.
Lower, Erin - Geochemical Reconstruction of Late Holocene 
Variability in the Gulf of Maine (Wanamaker); M.S.
McFadden, Scott - The Genetic Relationship of Nodular 
Sillimanite Rocks to Metamorphosed Cu-Zn deposits, 
Colorado (Spry); M.S.
Mette, Madelyn - Marine Climate Change in Northern Norway 
During the Last Millennium (Wanamaker); M.S.
Morrison, Alex - Application of Stable Isotopes and Modeling 
to Understanding Effects of Agricultural Drainage on Flood 
Peak Flows (Simpkins); M.S.
Moss, Elizabeth - Transforming Science Education at ISU: 
Implementation of Research Projects in Introductory Geology 
Labs (Cervato); M.S.
Newcomb, Matthew - A Multimodal Interface for Road Planning 
Tasks using Vision, Haptics and Sound (Harding); M.S.
O’Brien, Josh - Trace and Major Element Studies of Gahnite as 
a Guide in the Exploration for Broken Hill-Type Lead-Zinc-
Silver Deposits (Spry); M.S.
Parham, Tom - The InVEST Volcanic Concept Survey and 
Student Understanding of Volcanoes and Volcanic Processes 
(Cervato); Ph.D.
Petersen, Ben – An Experimental Study of Ice-Bed Separation 
during Glacial Sliding (Iverson); M.S.
Sawyer, Lucy - A Comparison of Hydrologic Simulations 
between the Models SWAT and GFLOW in Two Agricultural 
Watersheds in Iowa (Simpkins); M.S.
Smokovitz, Jake – Estimation of Groundwater and Nutrient Flux 
to Deer and Pokegama Lakes, Itasca County, MN (Simpkins); 
M.S.
Faculty and Student Publications, 2010
Journal Articles/Chapters in Books
Beresnev, I. A., and Deng, W., 2010, Theory of breakup of core 
fluids surrounded by a wetting annulus in sinusoidally 
constricted capillary channels. Physics of Fluids 22, 012105-
1–012105-10. 
Beresnev, I. A., and Deng, W., 2010, Viscosity effects in vibratory 
mobilization of residual oil. Geophysics 75, N79-N85.
Bindi, L., Pratesi, G., and Spry, P.G., 2010, Crystallographic 
and chemical constraints on the nature of the proustite-
pyrargyrite solid solution series. American Mineralogist 95, 
1725-1729.
Brooks, B., and Cervato, C., 2010, Habitat and tectonic controls 
of marine biogeography. Palaeontologia Electronica,13/3, 
http://palaeo-electronica.org/2010_3/209/index.html.
Butler, P. G., Wanamaker, A.D., Jr., Scourse, J.D., Richardson, 
C.A., and Reynolds, D.R., 2010, The stability of shell δ13C 
with respect to biological age in mature specimens of the 
long-lived bivalve Arctica islandica. Palaeogeography, 
Palaeclimatology, Palaeoecology, doi:10.1016/j.
palaeo.2010.03.038.
Butler, P.G., Richardson, C.A., Scourse, J.D., Wanamaker, 
A.D., Jr., Shammon, T.M., and Bennell, J.D., 2010, Marine 
climate in the Irish Sea: analysis of a 489-year marine master 
chronology derived from growth increments in the shell of 
the clam Arctica islandica. Quaternary Science Reviews 29, 
doi:10.1016/j.quascirev.2009.07.010.
Faeth, A., Call, A., and Harding, C., 2010, Bimanual, haptic 
deformation of meshes for digital 3D art. Proceedings of 
Computer Graphics, Visualization, Computer Vision and 
Image Processing 2010, 210-214.
Faeth, A., and Harding, C., 2010, A theoretical framework for 
generating copious multi-sensory feedback from virtual 
buttons. Proceedings of American Society of Mechanical 
Engineers 2010 World Conference on Innovative Virtual 
Reality (WINVR2010), 119-125.
Franz, K.J., Butcher, P., and Ajami, N.K., 2010, Addressing snow 
model uncertainty for hydrologic prediction. Advances in 
Water Resources 33, 820-832.
Harding, C., and Souleyrette, R., 2010, Investigating the use 
of 3D graphics, haptics, and sound for highway location 
planning. Journal Computer-Aided Civil and Infrastructure 
Engineering 25, 20-38.
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Iverson, N.R., Mann, J.E., and Iverson, R.M., 2010, Effects of soil 
aggregates on debris-flow mobilization: results from ring-
shear experiments. Engineering Geology 114, 84-92.
Moore, P.L., Iverson, N.R., and Cohen, D., 2010, Conditions for 
thrust faulting in glaciers. Journal of Geophysical Research-
Earth Surface 115, F02005, doi:10.1029/2009JF001307, 15 
pages.
Notaro, M., Lorenz, D. J., Vimont, D., Vavrus, S., Kucharik, 
C., and Franz, K.J., 2010, 21st century Wisconsin snow 
projections based on an operational snow model driven by 
statistically downscaled climate data. International Journal of 
Climatology, DOI:10.1002/joc.2179.
Parham, T., Cervato, C., Gallus, W., Larsen, M., Stelling, P., 
Hobbs, J., Greenbowe, T., Gupta, T., Knox, J., and Gill, 
T., 2010, The InVEST volcanic concept survey: Exploring 
student understanding about volcanoes. Journal of 
Geoscience Education 58, 213-223.
Pratelli, A., Souleyrette, R.R., and Harding, C., 2010, 
Roundabout Perception: review of standards and guidelines 
for advanced warning. Urban Transport 2010, 122-134.
Reid, M, Keith, T., Kayan, R., Iverson, N.R., and Iverson, 
R.M., and Brien, D., 2010, Volcano collapse promoted by 
progressive strength reduction: new data from Mount St. 
Helens. Bulletin of Volcanology 72, 761–766.
Schöne, B.R., Wanamaker, A.D., Jr., Fiebig, J., Thébault, J., and 
Kreutz, K.J., 2010, Annually resolved δ13C shell chronologies 
of long-lived bivalve mollusks (Arctica islandica) reveal 
oceanic carbon dynamics in the temperate North Atlantic 
during recent centuries. Palaeogeography, Palaeclimatology, 
Palaeoecology, doi:10.1016/j.palaeo.2010.02.002.
Voudouris, P., Melfos, V., Moritz, R., Spry, P.G., Ortelli, M., 
and Kartal. T., 2010, Molybdenite occurrences in Greece: 
mineralogy, geochemistry and deposition environment. 
Carpathian Balkan Geological Association, Scientific Annals, 
Special Volume 100, 369-378.
Wanamaker, A. D., Jr., Kreutz, K.J., Schöne, B.R., and 
Introne, D.S., 2010, Gulf of Maine shells reveal changes 
in seawater temperature seasonality during the Medieval 
Climate Anomaly and the Little Ice Age. Palaeogeography, 
Palaeclimatology, Palaeoecology, doi:10.1016/j.
palaeo.2010.06.005.
New Faculty Research Grants in 2010
Cervato, C., Academy of Applied Science, Research and 
Engineering Apprenticeship Program, summer 2010, $2,600.
Franz, K., Developing a snow modeling approach for flood 
forecasting, Iowa Flood Center, 7/1/2010 - 6/30/2011, 
$50,000.
Franz, K., Remote sensing data as drivers for stream flow 
prediction models for the Upper Midwest: focusing on the 
wetting and drying periods, NASA, 04/01/10 - 03/31/2013, 
$284,625.
Iverson, N.R., and Cohen, D., An experimental study of glacier 
slip over hard and soft beds, National Science Foundation, 
8/16/10 - 8/15/14, $390,300.
Ogilvie, C. (ISU Physics & Astronomy), Cervato, C., and others, 
Development of online ThinkSpace to increase students’ 
problem-solving skills. National Science Foundation, 2010-
2012, $250,000.
Ogilvie, C. (ISU Physics & Astronomy), Cervato, C., and others, 
Undergraduate Science Education 2010, Howard Hughes 
Medical Institute Core Proposal, funded, 10/01/10-9/30/14, 
$1,600,000.
Spry, P.G., Trace and major element chemistry of gahnite as 
an exploration guide to Broken Hill-type mineralization 
in Perilya’s tenements in the Broken Hill Domain of the 
southern Curnamona Province, Perilya Mining Company, 
8/1/10-7/31/13, $47,750.
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Neal Iverson, professor and chair of the Department of 
Geological and Atmospheric Sciences, has been named the 
Smith Family Foundation Departmental Chair in Geology at 
Iowa State University. Tom and Evonne Smith of Houston, Texas, 
established the chair. 
The Smiths’ gift is for use in the field of geosciences, which 
includes geology and geophysics. It supports start-up funds for 
new faculty positions, equipment purchase, travel to professional 
meetings, field trips, scholarships for undergraduate and 
graduate students, and other needs to advance the program. 
The Smith Family Foundation Departmental Chair in Geology is 
only the second endowed departmental chair at Iowa State.
Iverson became chair of geological and atmospheric sciences 
on July 1. He replaced Carl Jacobson, professor, who returned 
to the faculty after serving as department chair since 2001. 
Jacobson was the first holder of the Smith Family Foundation 
Departmental Chair in Geology. 
“This generous gift from the Smith family enriches our 
department at all levels,” Iverson said. “Field studies that are 
essential for undergraduate education in geology, research 
and travel support for graduate students, resources for faculty 
research and teaching, and our seminar series that brings 
distinguished scientists from around the country to our 
department are made possible by this endowed chair.”
Iverson’s research is devoted primarily to understanding how 
glaciers move across rock and sediment and how they shape 
the landscape. He studies glacier sliding and seismic activity 
beneath the Svartisen Ice Cap in northern Norway, flow of ice in 
laboratory experiments, and glacial landscapes and sediments of 
the Midwest.  A 1983 graduate of Iowa State, Iverson earned a 
Ph.D. at the University of Minnesota in 1989. 
Tom Smith holds both bachelor’s (1968) and master’s (1971) 
degrees in geology from Iowa State. He is also a member of the 
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences Dean’s Advisory Council 
and a past recipient of the Citation of Merit Award, the college’s 
top alumni honor.
Iverson named Smith Family Foundation 
Departmental Chair in Geology
Neal Iverson, the new Smith Family Foundation Departmental 
Chair in Geology
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Alan Wanamaker, assistant professor in the Department of 
Geological and Atmospheric Sciences, has been named the 
first holder of the David Morehouse Faculty Fellowship in the 
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences at Iowa State University.
The fellowship will provide Wanamaker with supplemental 
annual funds for his teaching and research efforts. The funds 
can be used to support students, purchase additional equipment 
and supplies, and provide travel to professional meetings or for 
professional development.
A Charles City, Iowa, native, Morehouse earned an M.S. in 
geology with a minor in economics from Iowa State in 1970. 
He recently retired after 37 years of federal civil service, the 
first four with the Planning and Special Projects Division in the 
Federal Power Commission’s Bureau of Natural Gas. He spent 
the remainder of his service in a series of supervisory petroleum 
geologist and senior petroleum geologist positions at the U.S. 
Energy Information Administration.
Morehouse established the fellowship to assist geological and 
atmospheric sciences to hire new faculty and give an early boost 
to their careers.
“I’ve always been grateful for the outstanding instruction and 
guidance I received from the entire Department of Geological 
and Atmospheric Sciences faculty,” he said. “Fortunately I’m 
now able to give back by helping to advance the research and 
teaching of a clearly promising early-career faculty member.” 
Wanamaker researches past climates, especially in the North 
Atlantic Ocean during the last millennium. 
“We try to understand how the atmosphere and oceans 
behaved in the past,” he explained. “By doing this we can better 
document the natural range of variability in these systems. This 
allows us to better understand the impacts global change might 
bring due to increased impact by humans.”
Wanamaker also directs the Stable Isotope Laboratory at Iowa 
State, and took part in the Climate of the Last Millennium – the 
largest European climate project.
“The resources associated with the David Morehouse Faculty 
Fellowship will allow me to pursue and develop new field 
locations in support of my paleoclimate research,” Wanamaker 
said. “Additionally, this fellowship will help me train and 
support graduate and undergraduate students who work with 
me in the Stable Isotope Laboratory.”
Wanamaker named first holder of David Morehouse Faculty 
Fellowship
Alan Wanamaker (right), Geology, with Liberal Arts & Sciences 
interim dean David Oliver
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She works in a department of geologists and meteorologists, but 
Kristie Franz is neither. 
The assistant professor in Iowa State University’s Department 
of Geological and Atmospheric Sciences is a surface water 
hydrologist – she studies water that moves across the land and 
through rivers. Franz views her work as a link between geology 
and meteorology. 
“I take over where the 
meteorologists leave off. Once 
the precipitation hits the ground, 
they kind of forget about it,” she 
laughed.
Franz’s current research is 
aimed at improving our ability 
to predict “streamflow events.” 
Information about expected 
flow volumes and peak flows in 
a river is essential for reservoir 
operations, river navigation, water 
supply, recreation, environmental 
management and, in particular in 
the upper Midwest, flooding.
Considering the unprecedented 
Midwest flooding in recent years, 
her research could have important applications. 
With funding from NASA and working with the National 
Weather Service, Franz is beginning the process of using satellite 
data to improve computer models that predict runoff and 
streamflow. Members of her research team are sifting through 
mounds of satellite data from river basins in Iowa, Minnesota, 
South Dakota and her native Wisconsin.   
The models are only as realistic and accurate as the quality 
and quantity of the data that goes into them. The data from 
satellite remote sensing is more comprehensive than traditional 
observation methods, which consist of a few locations on land. 
“Currently, streamflow predictions rely primarily on ground-
based precipitation and temperature data to model recent 
hydrologic processes, but those observations miss most of 
the watershed,” Franz explained. “Satellite data can give us a 
better picture of what’s going on all across the watershed rather 
than just a few spots here and there. The satellites provide 
information about the entire landscape.”
One of the first things she is looking at is how much water is 
being lost to the atmosphere through plants via transpiration, 
which is important for determining soil moisture in the models. 
“If we get rain, soil moisture conditions tell us how much water 
can infiltrate into the soil versus runoff rapidly to the streams,” 
Franz said.
Satellite data of snow cover could also improve the accuracy of 
models by providing information about how much water is on 
the landscape. “As we go into spring, we can watch how quickly 
snow melts. By determining how much snow is left, we get a 
better indication of our chances of getting snowmelt-related 
flooding,” she said.
As an undergraduate student, 
Franz studied geology at the 
University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire 
“because I thought it was extremely 
interesting,” she recalled. “At the 
time I had no idea what I would do 
with it, but I thought it was a lot of 
fun.”
One of the options was 
hydrogeology, the science of 
groundwater. “I always had an 
interest in water and liked the idea 
of studying water resources. Water 
is one of the most vital resources we 
have on the planet, and I felt I was 
studying a topic that was critical to 
society in general.”
Yet when Franz later entered graduate school at the University 
of Arizona, she chose to study surface water. “It was a different 
aspect – not something I learned about as an undergrad…the 
consideration of what was going on in our streams.”
She continued her work on surface water at the University 
of California at Irvine, where she earned a Ph.D. in civil 
engineering.
Franz’s work is ongoing, but her goal is to develop methods to 
generate more reliable streamflow information that will allow 
government and emergency management officials to provide 
earlier and more accurate flood warnings. 
“The more ways we can use this wealth of satellite information 
to get a better handle of what’s happening on the smaller scale, 
such as a small river basin, the more information we can provide 
to people who make decisions to protect life and property from 
flooding hazards.
 
“So, we’re always trying to improve the models.”
Franz predicting water on the ground from satellites in the sky
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The new lodge building at Iowa State University’s geology field 
station in Wyoming now bears the name of one of the camp’s 
proudest alumni.
The Smith Lodge honors Iowa State alumni Tom and Evonne 
Smith of Houston, Texas. The Smith Family Foundation was the 
lead donor in the campaign to raise funds to build the lodge at 
the Carl F. Vondra Geology Field Station near Shell, Wyo.
Tom holds both bachelor’s (1968) and master’s (1971) degrees 
in geology from Iowa State. Evonne has a bachelor’s degree from 
Iowa State (1968) in textiles and clothing. In 1984 the Smiths, 
natives of the Iowa Great Lakes Region, founded Seismic Micro-
Technology in Houston, which grew to be the world leader in 
Windows-based geoscience interpretation tools for the oil and 
gas industry. The Smiths sold the company in 2007.
Tom said he and Evonne are proud of the new lodge, which was 
completed in 2010. “We are delighted with the quality of design 
and construction of the lodge – definitely first class,” he said. “It 
is a facility well suited for effective learning.
“Evonne and I join all the field camp graduates and their 
families to thank Iowa State with hearty pride for ensuring that 
the tradition of a truly great geologist, Carl Vondra, is being 
carried forward so superbly,” Tom added. “We congratulate all 
those involved in the process.”
Vondra is a distinguished professor emeritus of geology at Iowa 
State who for 40 years directed the summer field station for 
geology students. Tom Smith attended the field camp in the late 
1960s. Iowa State has operated the field station each summer 
for a course in geology field concepts and methods since 1957. 
The Smith Lodge is the field camp’s new main building with a 
kitchen, dining room-classroom, and staff quarters.
“Our field station provides the single most important learning 
experience and source of camaraderie for our undergraduate 
majors during their four years at ISU,” said Neal Iverson, 
professor and chair of geological and atmospheric sciences. “The 
Smith Lodge greatly enriches that learning and camaraderie.”
“The Smith family, through their kind donation, has ensured 
the continued operation and success of a valuable learning 
facility for geology students at Iowa State,” said Carl Jacobson, 
professor of geological and atmospheric sciences and 
department chair during the fund-raising and construction 
phases of the lodge. “This will greatly enhance the unique 
learning opportunities available to our students.”
New lodge at Wyoming geology field station named for Tom and 
Evonne Smith
Many other alumni and friends of the university provided gifts 
to the Smith Lodge construction, including major donations 
by Jane Greiner of Wakefield, R.I.; Howard and Elaine White 
of Spring, Texas; Kevin and Kerry Connolly of Johnston, Iowa; 
Bruce Bowen of Houston; and Don and Barb Henkel of Houston.
All gifts were made through the Iowa State University 
Foundation, a private, nonprofit corporation dedicated to 
securing and managing gifts and grants that benefit Iowa State 
University.
Carl Vondra and Carl Jacobson at the award ceremony for Tom 
and Evonne Smith at the ISU Geology Alumni Reunion
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Instructors in geology and engineering are pretty pumped about 
eight wells recently installed near the Iowa State University 
campus. The new 20-foot-deep monitoring wells, east of Hilton 
Coliseum in Stuart Smith Park, are there to provide richer 
learning experiences for ISU students studying water science in a 
variety of classes.
The wells are near the pedestrian bridge over Squaw Creek. The 
creek, the wells and an assortment of technology combine to 
form an educational laboratory, where students will collect all 
kinds of data, analyze water samples, conduct research and get 
acquainted with advanced water monitoring techniques.
The drive to create an “authentic water field station” for students 
was mounted by four professors -- Bill Simpkins, Cinzia Cervato 
and Kristie Franz, all in the geological and atmospheric sciences 
department, and Chris Rehmann, in the civil, construction and 
environmental engineering department.
“ISU supports a geologic field station near Shell, Wyo.,” 
Simpkins said. “This water field station is a bit closer to home.”
The four professors believe the wells, stream gaging equipment 
and real-time monitoring capability will be a valuable learning 
tool for students at all stages of their academic careers.
Geology 100: Basic concepts, real research
Cervato wants to use the wells to teach basic concepts about 
water movement to introductory classes. Students in her 
Geology 100 labs also will devise and carry out their own 
research at the water field station.
“We were looking for an opportunity for students to be involved 
in authentic research,” she said. Water is an ideal subject for 
study because it’s interesting to students and relevant to the Iowa 
State campus, she added.
“The idea is to have students develop research that’s meaningful 
for them, using the same kind of equipment that professional 
scientists have.”
Simpkins, who teaches hydrogeology classes, says the water 
field station will benefit upper-level students by reinforcing 
basic concepts while also exposing them to advanced concepts 
and sophisticated technology. In 300- and 400-level courses, 
for example, students will use Darcy’s Law to estimate how 
much groundwater comes into or out of Squaw Creek at the 
park. Then they’ll measure stream discharge upstream and 
downstream of the site to provide an independent estimate 
of groundwater exchange with the creek. Water samples for 
chemical analyses will be withdrawn from the wells and used to 
determine potential influence of land use on water chemistry.
First in the field
Last week, students in Geology 100 labs got their feet wet 
(figuratively) at the new water field station.
“It was good,” said graduate student Elizabeth Moss, who 
showed the students how to take measurements and analyze 
water samples. “The students were engaged and interested, and 
it was a beautiful day.”
Moss said she hopes the water field station will spark student 
enthusiasm about science and research.
“A misconception that most people have about science is that 
it’s just memorization of facts and repetition. Hopefully, students 
will understand that science requires creativity,” she said.
The Geology 100 students, as well as those in Simpkins’ 
hydrogeology and Franz and Rehmann’s hydrology classes, will 
pioneer use of the field station this year. In the future, the site 
will be used for multiple courses in such areas as geology, civil 
engineering, environmental science, meteorology and agronomy. 
The four professors involved in the project anticipate that, 
eventually, some 1,600 students in 17 classes will make use of 
the site annually.
Field work, the Internet way
While the site was selected for its easy access for students, 
some students won’t even need to venture into the field to do 
their field work. That’s because four of the new wells soon will 
be rigged with monitoring equipment that can stream data to 
the Iowa Environmental Mesonet, a statewide weather data-
collecting partnership coordinated by the agronomy department.
Probes in selected wells will record water level, temperature and 
electrical conductivity continuously and send the data to campus 
for students to view in real time on the Environmental Mesonet.
“Students will see the water table change with stream stage and 
also with rainfall and snowmelt, all on their laptops,” Simpkins 
said. The data will be available not only to ISU students, but the 
general public as well.
State of the art
Several state-of-the-art technologies will be available to students. 
One item yet to be purchased is a portable StreamPro acoustic 
Doppler current profiler (ADCP). The device, which resides in a 
small boat, provides real-time measurements of stream flow and 
velocity, as it’s pulled across a stream.
It’s the latest in water monitoring technology, Simpkins said, 
and ISU instructors are looking forward to giving students early 
experience with equipment they’ll likely use on the job some 
day.
New monitoring wells make up latest Iowa State teaching lab
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Graduate students Elizabeth Moss (center) and Madelyn Mette 
show students how to take water level measurements in a well
Another bit of technology that should be added to the water 
field station soon is an automated stream gage on Squaw Creek. 
The stream gage will continuously measure stream level and 
stream flow, helping students to understand the relationship 
between groundwater and surface water levels at the site. And in 
conjunction with an existing stream gage at the nearby Lincoln 
Way bridge, it will help scientists develop a clearer idea of the 
quantity of water moving through the water field station.
Funding for the wells and instrumentation ($35,000) came 
from the Liberal Arts and Sciences College, the Smith Fund in 
geological and atmospheric sciences and two grants to encourage 
student interest in science and technology. The grants are from 
the Iowa Mathematics and Science Education Partnership and 
Howard Hughes Medical Institute.
The StreamPro acoustic Doppler current profiler (about 
$26,000) and an automated stream gage (about $11,000) will 
be funded by the colleges of Engineering and Liberal Arts and 
Sciences, respectively. 
Geology 100 students take measurements on Squaw Creek 
near Ames
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Suzanne  Ankerstjerne, Stable Isotope Lab 
Manager
I am both an alumnus and a new member of the staff this year.  
Last fall I completed my Master’s thesis under the advisement of 
Neal Iverson.  My research focused on the sediment properties 
and anisotropy of magnetic susceptibility of till in order to test 
hypotheses of the origin of periodic, transverse (washboard) 
moraines that occur within the footprint of the Des Moines 
Lobe.  I successfully defended my thesis in November and 
presented the results of my research at the AGU Fall Meeting in 
San Francisco.  
In December, I transitioned from graduate student to my new 
role in the department as lab manager of Alan Wanamaker’s 
stable isotope lab.  I enjoy arranging, organizing, and 
coordinating and I get to practice all these skills in this new 
position.  In cooperation with Mark Mathison, I am becoming 
familiar with the inner workings of the mass spectrometer.  Our 
newest device, the Picarro Isotopic Liquid Water Analyzer allows 
rapid measurements of water isotopes and has already been 
utilized by various researchers within and outside the university.  
The goal of the lab this year is to continue to provide quality 
data to our current users and promote our services to the wider 
scientific community.     
This summer, my time in the lab was interspersed with travel 
to the ISU Field Camp.  I led a convoy of three vans of students 
across South Dakota to Wyoming’s Big Horn Basin and stayed 
two weeks to help as a TA.  Like most of the students, this was 
my first time at the field camp.  I had a great time getting to 
know the students and helping them learn about the amazing 
geology of this region.  I hope to get the opportunity to go back 
next year.  This fall, with enrollment numbers greater than ever, 
I continue my role as a Geology 201 lab TA and lab coordinator 
for the eight lab sections.
My time at Iowa State University has allowed me to explore 
different aspects of geology and education.  I look forward to the 
ever-changing variety of experiences available to me as a member 
of the geological sciences group.
Igor Beresnev, Professor
My teaching portfolio has undergone changes during the past 
year. Following Ken Windom’s retirement, Neal Iverson and I 
have been asked to pick up Geol 201 “Geology for Engineers 
and Environmental Scientists”, which we have so far split in half. 
It was instructive and entertaining to teach a large introductory 
class with an enrollment of about 200 for the first time; 
definitely, there are differences in it compared to dealing with an 
upper-level class of 15. My mixed impression is that there are 
aspects that make teaching to a large non-specialized audience 
more challenging but also there are in fact ones that make it 
easier. Not having to grade large homework problem sets is one 
of the latter. 
My research agenda has revolved around two subjects, which are 
more or less the same as in previous years. A significant portion 
of my time was devoted to finishing a three-year NSF project and 
graduating a Ph.D. student William Gaul who was involved with 
it. The project is on the theory and experimental verification 
of the seismic stimulation of the flow of hydrocarbons through 
porous reservoirs, considered one of the promising methods 
of enhanced petroleum recovery. Ph.D. student Wen Deng, 
who graduated a year before, and I primarily contributed to 
the development of the theory and the numerical simulations. 
A particular achievement of William, whom I co-advised with 
Dennis Vigil from the Department of Chemical and Biological 
Engineering, was in setting up and conducting laboratory 
experiments aimed at the verification of the theory. Reduced oil 
recovery is primarily caused by the entrapment of oil droplets in 
tortuous porous channels by capillary forces. If we can mobilize 
them, the permeability to oil will be restored. We, therefore, had 
to demonstrate that, as the theory predicts, one can induce the 
flow of trapped oil by applying external mechanical vibrations. 
We decided to reduce the experimental demonstration to the 
most elementary level of a single capillary with uneven profile, 
in which single ganglia of the non-wetting phase could visibly 
be trapped. We have been able to demonstrate and document, 
by direct optical means, how initially immobile oil starts to flow 
when the vibrations are applied. This mimics the underlying 
process taking place in realistic oil reservoirs. We could even 
quantitatively predict the frequencies and amplitudes that can 
successfully move the oil. A final paper with the results has just 
been submitted to Geophysical Research Letters. 
It turned out that, to fully describe the fate of the oil phase 
while it flows through a capillary channel, two other processes 
need to be thoroughly understood. First, the non-wetting 
phase tends to break up into beads while it passes through the 
narrow constrictions (the same phenomenon makes streams of 
water disintegrate when they emerge from a faucet). Second, 
drops of the non-wetting phase in capillary channels are always 
surrounded by films of the wetting water separating the oil from 
the channel walls. What is the thickness of these films? The 
simplicity of this question belies quite a complex hydrodynamic 
process. We have been able to provide theoretical answers to 
both questions and test them experimentally. The experimental 
verification of the oil snap-off has just appeared in Physics of 
Fluids, and the study of the film thickness is in the final stages 
of consideration in Physical Review E. This marks the end of the 
three-year NSF project, as well as a few previous years of similar 
developments. The physical picture of the seismic recovery of 
residual oil seems almost complete. 
Saudi Arabia’s Aramco is currently interested in testing the 
seismic-stimulation technology on real samples of reservoir 
rock. In case of success in the laboratory, the company would be 
interested in building a prototype technology in the field. There 
is a particular challenge the industry tries to overcome, affecting 
a large fraction of gas wells that get plugged by precipitating 
gas condensate. There is hope that the seismic stimulation will 
remove the pore-clogging condensate, opening paths for gas 
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flow and, therefore, rejuvenating numerous marginal wells. 
Negotiations for a possible contract are currently underway. 
Last year, I also finished a project with ConocoPhillips related 
to the dynamics of the Vibroseis source. Those of you from 
the geophysics realm know that the seismic depth sections 
are constructed by cross-correlating with the source signature. 
What we think the vibrator radiates, however, is not what it 
realistically radiates. Not knowing the accurate source signature 
is a major impediment to the accuracy of the seismic sections 
and to the entire business of their geologic interpretation. The 
quest for the correct representation of the signal entering the 
earth requires going in-depth into the process of the dynamic 
radiation from the vibrator on real ground. The project I have 
just completed focused on obtaining the source signature 
from the boundary-value problems of dynamic elasticity and 
explained why such solutions were not obtained before. A 
possible continuation contract may be able to complete and test 
the new approach. 
Cinzia Cervato, Professor
After another busy year under my belt, my tenth one at ISU, a 
new academic year has just started. Last fall I took over the co-
coordination of our Earth, Wind & Fire Learning Community 
from Jane Dawson and with it came Meteorology/Geology 
112X, the one-credit orientation course taught in the fall by 
Dave Flory, senior lecturer in meteorology, and myself. It was a 
great opportunity to get to know our incoming students – 54 
altogether, 8 of them geology or Earth science majors – and 
to help them get adjusted to life at ISU and learn about our 
programs. The usual two full sections of Geology 100 and the 
supervision of the Geology 100 Lab TAs completed my fall 
schedule. We gradually started implementing changes in the lab 
curriculum to accommodate for the water research experience 
that we piloted in the spring. In the spring, I taught Meteorology 
206 to about 200 students, working with two juniors in 
meteorology who provided daily forecast tips to the students and 
launched our Meteorology 206 Facebook page. It’s a fun class to 
teach.
One year ago I started working with a colleague in Astronomy, 
Dr Charles Kerton, on a new online course on Earth and space 
science for early childhood and elementary education majors. 
This new required course is needed to allow students to be 
certified as teachers in Iowa as part of changes in the curriculum 
implemented by the State. We approached the task as a research 
project, starting out by reviewing literature, interviewing 
colleagues, reading books on best practices of distance learning, 
and even blogging about our experience. Three members of the 
CELT IT team offered to help us with the BlackBoard part of 
the course, planning to use it as a model for distance education. 
We spent this past summer writing content, creating videos, 
developing activities, creating grading rubrics and knowledge 
surveys and much more. It was a huge undertaking but we are 
proud of the result. The new course (Geology/Astronomy 106X) 
and related lab (106L) were launched this fall. I gave a talk on 
our new course at the GSA meeting in Minneapolis in October. 
PhD candidate Tom Parham is making good progress with the 
Virtual Volcano; he supervised a team of three undergraduate 
students this summer with funding from ISU’s Research 
Experience for Undergraduates (REU) program in Human 
Computer Interactions. He will test the new version of the 
software, with two volcanoes (Mt. St Helens and Piton de la 
Fournaise), in classrooms in Texas, Washington, and Alaska 
this fall and spring. Tom’s wife, Alex, gave birth to Tommy 
on Christmas Eve. MS student Beth Moss (née Boal – she 
was married this August) continues to work on the research 
experience for our introductory geology students; the field lab 
with eight wells and one stream gauge were placed in a park east 
of Hilton on either side of Squaw Creek. Students in Geology 
100L will begin their research at the site this fall. Funding came 
from the LAS and Engineering Colleges, the HHMI grant, the 
GEAT department, and the Iowa Math & Science Education 
Partnership. Collin Reichert graduated with a MS in Geological 
Sciences and the MAT degree this summer and is now the 
Physical Sciences teacher at Ames Middle School. A new PhD 
student, Joe Kohlhaas, joined my group this summer. 
After visiting Chicago with my son, Ian, when Ames was 
flooding last August, we returned there at Thanksgiving with 
the rest of the family. Our plans to visit London and Malta 
over Christmas break were cancelled because of the closing of 
London’s airports because of the unexpected snow; we went to 
Orlando instead. We spent spring break in Malta (beautiful!), 
then two weeks in June/July at the beach in Italy with my 
mother, and visited Istanbul and Cappadocia at Thanksgiving. 
Francesca (13) is now in 8th grade, almost as tall as her mother, 
and a straight-A student. Ian (5) started Kindergarten this fall. 
They both take ice-skating lessons; Francesca continues to play 
piano, clarinet, and bassoon, and is learning guitar. She is no 
longer in the Ames Children’s Choirs – she is focusing on algebra 
instead. Ian will play soccer again in the U6 team – the Wolves 
– coached by his dad Paul. The Saturday games are priceless 
experiences.
We are all getting ready to spend 6 months on Faculty 
Professional Development Assignment at the University of 
Genova, Italy, this spring. Paul is taking Italian lessons and the 
kids are enrolled in two Italian public schools. I was accepted in 
the roster of the Fulbright Specialist Program that will fund part 
of my visit. I will work with geoscience and science education 
colleagues on distance learning and technology.
I wish you and your families a peaceful and productive year.
Jane Pedrick Dawson, Senior Lecturer
It was great to see so many of you at the alumni reunion in 
Wyoming this summer. There have been many changes to field 
camp over the years, but we never change, right?
We had 35 students at field camp this year, and they were a 
good group. This summer’s schedule was impacted by the record 
wet and cool conditions that persisted through the end of June, 
and flexibility and improvisation became the norm. Sticking 
with my usual routine, I went out to camp for the last two 
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weeks, and Mark Mathison and Karen Noggle and I took the 
students to Yellowstone, the Tetons, and the Wind Rivers.  The 
morning we left on our weeklong camping trip, I knew right 
away this was a well-trained group of students, because they 
were all ready to go and in the vans before our target departure 
time. That hardly ever happens with a group that big! While 
we were away, temperatures finally approached normal, and 
the heavy snowpack in the Bighorns quickly melted. When 
we returned to camp, Shell Creek had become a raging torrent 
with whole cottonwood trees floating by every now and then, 
and groundwater seepage created small lakes around camp. 
Thankfully, water levels receded in time for the reunion!
This past year, I added Mineralogy to the courses I teach. It’s 
nice to immerse myself in thinking about crystal chemistry, 
phase diagrams, silicates, etc. again – I have missed it! For a 
mineralogy field trip, I took the students on a geode-collecting 
trip to Hamilton, Illinois (across the river from Keokuk), and 
plan on doing that again this year. Would you believe that there 
are 32 students registered for mineralogy this fall?  Remember 
when we were thrilled to have 32 majors, let alone 32 students 
in a 300-level geology class?
I also taught a class on Iowa geology last fall that took field trips 
to the Keokuk area to see Mississippian stratigraphy and collect 
geodes, to Wapsipinicon State Park to see Silurian stratigraphy, 
and to the Lake McBride/Coralville Reservoir area to see 
Devonian stratigraphy and marvel at the Devonian biostromes. 
This class isn’t offered this fall, and instead, I am teaching an 
online section of Geol 101 (Environmental Geology).  This is the 
first time I’ve taught an online class and I’ll let you know next 
year how it went!
Our departmental growth was also evident this spring, when 
we had more students in the structural geology lab than our 
computer lab in Science I could accommodate. The structural 
geology problems that we old timers used to draft with pencil 
and paper are now drafted using AutoCad, requiring that the 
class meet in a computer lab.  Thankfully, the meteorology 
computer lab in the Agronomy building has the number of 
computers we need and was available, so we just moved the 
class over there.  Senior geology student Jessica Feenstra 
(now a graduate student at the University of Wisconsin) gave 
me much-needed help with the labs and the grading. Carl 
Jacobson, Jessica, my husband Bob, and I took the class on our 
annual pilgrimage to the doubly-plunging syncline in Baraboo, 
Wisconsin, which is always very enjoyable.
I also taught my usual two sections of Geol 100 in the spring, 
and was ably assisted by TAs Mitch Cline, a Master’s student 
of Neal Iverson, and Kaylee Richter, a recent geology graduate 
now enrolled in the Master of Arts in Teaching program here 
at Iowa State. I had the pleasure this year of seeing Hallie 
Satre, a previous TA for Geol 100, graduate from the same 
teaching program and begin teaching geology, astronomy, and 
meteorology at the secondary level in the Cedar Rapids school 
district.
I like to garden and quilt when I’m not working on geology, 
and I have this bad habit of buying more fabric each year than 
what I use up. Consequently, my stash seems to be multiplying 
as fast as the rabbits in our garden.  Bob still enjoys his work as 
a geologist for the Iowa DOT, and has been involved in dealing 
with some of the problems caused by the Missouri River flooding 
in western Iowa.  Please stop and say hi if you are in the area!
Kristie Franz, Assistant Professor
This year was much like the last.  I saw some new faces come 
and old ones go.  New projects were started and old ones 
finished.   All-in-all it was another busy and successful year.  
Logan Karsten graduated with his M.S. in Meteorology this 
spring and is now working at the NOAA/NWS National 
Operational Hydrologic and Remote Sensing Center.  His thesis 
tested the use of satellite-based snow covered area data to 
calibrate snowmelt models.  We were able to show improvement 
in the model simulation by first calibrating to this data, and we 
think these findings will lead to more realistic representation of 
snow in the streamflow prediction models.  I also advised a M.S. 
student from Civil Engineering, Sara Schmeig.  Sara worked on a 
project funded by the City of Ames to update the parameters in 
their flood prediction model to reflect changes in the watershed 
over the last decade.  
I have two new graduate students, Ryan Spies and Angela 
Bowman.  These are my first graduate students in the Geology 
program.  The overarching theme of their research projects is 
the investigation of NASA satellite products for application in 
real-time streamflow prediction.  Angela is investigating the use 
of evapotranspiration estimates for spring- and summer-time 
streamflow modeling and Ryan is investigating the use of the 
NASA data in new prediction models.  
Bill Simpkins and I, along with Rick Cruse (Agronomy) and Matt 
Helmers (Agricultural and Biosystems Engineering) have just 
started a new project to investigate the impact of agricultural tile 
drainage on streamflow in Iowa.  This project is being funded 
by the Iowa Department of Economic Development.  We are 
specifically looking at flooding, but we expect to develop a 
better understanding of the hydrology of these tile-drained 
watershed systems under all conditions.  Mahesh Sahu, a PhD 
graduate from ISU in Civil Engineering, was hired as a post-doc 
to work on this project.  
I was very busy last year presenting the results from Kayla 
Conrad’s thesis (M.S. Meteorology, 2010), which was an 
investigation of streamflow and other hydrologic trends in 
Iowa over the last 50 years.  Given the recent floods, there was 
great interest in the analysis we conducted.  The study is now 
published in the International Journal of Climatology.    
Water seems to be a popular course topic among students these 
days.  This year I had more students wanting to take Watershed 
Hydrology than I was able to accommodate.  I have also been 
working with Cinzia Cervato and Bill Simpkins on establishing a 
hydrology field site near campus that will be used for instruction 
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in undergraduate courses.  The wells have already been installed 
and an automatic stream gage should go in this fall.
On a personal note, this was probably the most exciting and life 
changing year of my life.  I had a baby girl in May.  Her name 
is Elia, and my husband and I are overjoyed to have her here.  
She has been a very good baby.  She even patiently waited to 
be born until the final grades for my Spring semester classes 
were submitted.  We had a great summer together and now are 
looking forward to what the next year will bring. 
DeAnn Frisk, Secretary
Fall semester has started and I’m wondering what happened 
to summer! One of the highlights of summer was the Alumni 
Reunion and dedication of the new building at field camp. The 
new building is awesome! We got to stay in one of the rooms 
and it was wonderful to have AC and modern restroom facilities. 
The front porch is a great place to gather and we always had 
people spending time there. A big thanks to all who have 
contributed to the building fund.
As in past years, the budget has played a big part in what’s 
happening around campus. Costs cutting in several areas have 
resulted in additional responsibilities being passed down to 
departments. This usually means that I have to let something 
go by the way side since it’s not really possible for me to handle 
much more.  
Last February, Steve and I took a winter trip to San Diego.  We 
had a great time even though we had a rainy day or two. We 
spent a lot of time in Old Town. It was close to where we stayed 
and provided lots of good places to eat and things to do. We 
tried to do as much as possible in the time we were there but 
know we could have spent a lot more time there and seen even 
more!
Curtis, our oldest grandchild, graduated from high school and 
has started at Iowa Central Community College in the diesel tech 
program. In a couple of years our oldest granddaughter will be 
graduating. She is looking at attending ISU but you never know 
for sure.
It was great to see a lot of you at the reunion this summer.  
Others of you have stopped by the department or kept in touch 
by email and I’m glad for that contact too! Please continue to 
keep in touch! Hope all is going well for you and your family.
Chris Harding, Associate Professor
I continue my research into emerging technologies (also called 
Virtual Reality technology) for ways to provide users with better 
interactions with 3-D geoscience data. A NSF-funded project, 
dealing with sculpting 3D computer models of the subsurface 
using a haptic force-feedback device called the Phantom was 
completed in 2010. In addition, we conducted a user study 
aimed to investigate the use of 3D spatial audio capabilities for 
training and simulation systems.
Last year, I funded two human-computer interaction graduate 
students. Adam Faeth is pursuing a PhD in HCI with a co-major 
in computer engineering. Adam is working on a usability study 
to measure the effects of different sensory modalities on virtual 
buttons (like the buttons on a phone or on a numeric keyboard). 
My second graduate student, Jim Koopman, is pursuing a MS 
degree in HCI, his research explores how the visually impaired 
perceive spatial information non-visually and use it to create 
cognitive maps.
I co-advise two geology students: Rachel Lishansky (with Carl 
Jacobson) and Mitchell Cline (with Neal Iverson). Both use a 
Geographic Information System (GIS) for their research. I work 
with Rachel on creating a digital version of a geologic map and 
with Mitch on characterizing hill profiles derived from Lidar 
data. 
My teaching activities still center on computer software 
systems. As usual, I will teach an intro course about Geographic 
Information Systems (Geol 452/552) in the Fall, this year using 
the new ArcGIS version 10. In Spring, I will again I teach a 
course on using the programming language Python in a human-
computer interaction (HCI 574).
Barbara Hill, Lecturer
This past year has been a very busy one for me. Since arriving 
here in August 2010, I have taught nearly 1,300 Iowa State 
students (about 5% of the undergraduate student body 
population) in five different courses. The majority of those 
students (1,030) were in Environmental Geology (Geol 101), 
an introductory course that is used by many non-science 
majors to fulfill their science requirements.  Introductory 
courses are vitally important to departments such as ours, not 
only as a source of undergraduate majors, but also as a way to 
teach the general public about the importance of geology in 
everyday life. I have taught this course for many semesters and 
it seems like at least one newsworthy geologic event occurs 
each semester. These events always merit several lectures to 
explain the geology behind them and to help students separate 
fact from fiction where news reports are concerned. The Great 
Tohoku earthquake that occurred in Japan in March 2011 
made for some excellent discussions on the importance of 
understanding past geologic events such as tsunami run up, 
as well as how an earthquake half a world away affects jobs 
in places like Shreveport, Louisiana, or Buffalo, New York.  
Besides Environmental Geology, I also taught Historical Geology, 
co-taught Igneous and Metamorphic Petrology, and Geologic 
Disasters. Geologic Disasters was a new introductory course 
that was tailored on a course Neal Iverson previously taught. It 
was taught as a second half of the semester course that started 
with an enrollment of 5, but ended with an enrollment of 92. 
That’s quite a jump, but is apparently typical. I was privileged to 
co-teach Igneous and Metamorphic Petrology with Paul Spry in 
the spring and to have been allowed to sit in on Jane Dawson’s 
Geology of Iowa course last fall. Jane’s course really opened my 
eyes to the beauty of Iowa’s natural resources.  
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In addition to my regular teaching duties in the fall and spring 
semesters, we were able to secure a small grant from the Center 
for Distance Learning to set up and teach Environmental 
Geology and Geologic Disasters as online courses. Online 
sections of both courses were taught over the summer and are 
being offered this fall and next spring.   
Besides teaching, I have thoroughly enjoyed the lectures that 
have been offered in the department and on campus. Where 
else could I learn about gold deposits in Alaska, the future of 
agriculture in Iowa, talk to Mark Smith (CEO of Molycorp 
Minerals) about the influence of China on the global rare earth 
market, laugh with Gwen Ifill from PBS, ask Kim Jordan about 
sustainability practices at New Belgium Brewery where she is 
CEO,  or listen to Dr. Paul Farmer, co-founder of Partners in 
Health discuss Haiti before and after the earthquake? In all, it 
has been an amazing year here in Ames! 
Neal Iverson, Professor and Chair
As Earth heats up, glaciers that shed icebergs to the world oceans 
are getting smaller. However, this shrinkage is not primarily a 
result of these glaciers melting faster; more importantly, they 
are moving faster and thereby dumping ice into the oceans and 
raising sea level at rates unprecedented in historic times. This 
faster movement occurs by slip on the mechanically unusual 
fault that separates glaciers from their beds. My research during 
the past year continued to focus on the dynamics of that slip 
and its effects on the development of landscapes shaped by past 
glaciers. 
After nine years of proposing, designing, building, and testing 
a new laboratory ring-shear device for study of glacier slip, I 
completed, with the help of graduate advisee, Ben Petersen, the 
first set of experiments with the new device. NSF has provided 
$920k to construct and use the device, so it’s a big relief to know 
that most of its various systems finally work. Ben has modified 
a theory of ice flow at glacier beds that will help him evaluate 
some of the data and be the cornerstone of his master’s thesis. A 
post-doc will be hired next year to continue working with the 
new device. 
In May post-doc Pete Moore (Ph.D., 2009) spearheaded the last 
of our field stints beneath the glacier, Engabreen, in Norway, 
where there is access to the bed beneath ~210 m of sliding ice. 
The goal there was to induce very brief inertial slip events, by 
pumping water to the glacier sole, and measure for the first time 
both abrupt slip with accelerometers in the ice and resultant 
seismicity with seismometers deployed by collaborators at 
Penn State University. Before pump tests were started, however, 
warm weather caused surface melt-water to percolate to the 
glacier bed, resulting in what amounted to a far-ranging natural 
pump test. Data from this event look compelling. The research 
team was assisted by the department’s energetic technician, 
Mark Mathison, and by a high school physics teacher, Michael 
Lampert, who streamed his experiences back to his students. He 
was part of the PolarTrec program, which brings teachers into 
the field with NSF-supported research teams.
Two other graduate advisees worked on one of the manifestations 
of glacier movement near Ames: subtle, evenly-spaced ridges 
called washboard moraines. Susy Ankerstjerne (M.S., 2010) 
completed her thesis on their magnetic, geotechnical, and 
sedimentological properties. Her results indicate that the 
moraines formed subglacially as weak basal till squeezed upward 
into crevasses that extended to the bed of the Des Moines Lobe. 
Mitch Cline, with the help of co-advisor Chris Harding, studied 
the geometry and spatial patterns of the moraines using LiDAR 
data. His data reinforce Susy’s results. 
I completed a theoretical model of quarrying: the main process 
of bedrock erosion by glaciers and another consequence of 
glacier slip. My hope is that it will improve models that aim to 
numerically simulate glacial erosion over large time and length 
scales. This work was complemented by field measurements, 
with Tom Hooyer (Ph.D., 1999) and Denis Cohen in September 
of 2010, of orientations of joints exploited by glacial erosion in 
the Swiss Alps.
My teaching this year consisted of geomorphology, glacial 
geology, and half of Geology for Engineers (with Igor Beresnev). 
Some excellent students in each of these courses added value 
and satisfaction to the classroom teaching and local field trips.
Kathy and I took a five-day hiking trip in the White Mountains 
of New Hampshire in June, our first such trip without kids in 
19 years. Joe (19) completed his first year as a physics major 
at the University of Chicago and worked in the ISU Agronomy 
Department during the summer. Ellen (16) is a junior at Ames 
High.
It was great to see so many old friends at the field camp reunion. 
Your efforts to join us there and support our program are greatly 
appreciated.
Carl Jacobson, Professor
I’m writing this as the brand-new ex-department chair. Serving 
as chair is an interesting and learning experience. I’m definitely 
glad I did it, but I’m also happy to be back as a regular faculty 
member. I do want to thank DeAnn Frisk and Mark Mathison for 
all the help they provided me during my term. Everyone knows 
how important DeAnn and Mark are to the functioning of the 
department, but it can’t be repeated too many times.
I’m going to take a bit of time to ramp back up in terms of 
teaching. My only class for this fall is a 1-credit special topics 
course on the geology of western North America with a focus 
on the Laramide orogeny. There are six students in it—three 
undergraduates and three graduates. All but one has taken our 
summer field course, so the Laramide is something they can 
relate to. In the spring, I will run the undergraduate structure 
class, as usual. Quite some time ago we switched from hand 
drafting to using AutoCAD for the descriptive geometry exercises 
(three-point problems, contour-contact problems, etc.). I haven’t 
updated the exercises in quite a number of years, so the students 
have been stuck using an old version of AutoCAD. Fixing that is 
on the agenda for this spring. Also, for the past three summers 
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I’ve been spending two weeks teaching at field camp. This 
coming summer that will probably increase to a month.
My one current graduate student, Rachel Lishansky, expects to 
finish her M.S. this fall. Rachel has been preparing a GIS of four 
7.5’ quadrangles that were mapped by my USGS colleagues 
in the 1980s to mid-1990s, but never published. This is an 
update of a project first tackled by my former student Bai Tian. 
The power and ease-of-use of the GIS software these days 
is quite impressive and the availability of raster topo maps 
and aerial imagery to use as underlays to the geology is really 
great. Rachel has also been determining (U-Th)/He ages for the 
Orocopia Schist and related units from within the map area and 
adjacent ranges. We don’t have quite all the results in yet, but 
the data obtained so far confirm our previous interpretation 
that a substantial part of the exhumation of the Orocopia Schist 
occurred along middle Cenozoic low-angle normal faults. One of 
our current undergraduate students, Ning Zhang, will graduate 
at the end of this fall, and she plans to continue as a graduate 
student in the department working with me. She will probably 
study brittle deformation features (faults, fractures, joints) in the 
field camp area, maybe at Goose Egg Anticline.
In addition to the above grad-student-related projects, I have 
plenty of other research studies to pull out of hibernation 
now that I have a bit more free time. Jane Dawson and I, and 
our non-ISU collaborators, finally got our southern California 
detrital zircon paper out in the March issue of GSA Bulletin. 
However, we have plenty more detrital data, and also Ar/Ar data, 
for southern California, southwestern Arizona, and northwest 
Sonora, Mexico that needs to be written up. I’m also looking 
forward to spending about a week in the field around Yuma, 
Arizona over winter break. 
Our sons, Mark and David, are still working in New York City 
and Washington, DC, respectively. They both felt the Virginia 
earthquake of August 23, and later dealt with Hurricane Irene.
Mark Mathison, Teaching Laboratory 
Coordinator
We had 35 students this year at the ISU field camp, only down 
one from last year’s record high enrollment! The final changes 
are being made to the new main lodge. Our next campaign at the 
camp will be to raise funds to build a new shower house. With 
the addition of the shower house, we will be able to eliminate 
the need for porta-potties. This should be a big hit with the 
students and take the camp through the next 50 years! We had 
help again from alumni Rick Chamberlain, Karen Noggle and 
Erik Kvale this year. Carl Jacobson, Jane Dawson and Suzanne 
Ankerstjerne also came out to help with the running of the 
camp. The new building also added to the alumni reunion this 
year, making it easier to take care of the 110+ people.  Everyone 
enjoyed a great experience! 
I spent another season in Egypt looking for early primates in 
2010. It looks like the season will be on hold this year until 
things settle down in Egypt. Pete Moore, Ben Petersen and I also 
spent a successful season Norway. We were able to get data from 
the smart rocks and other equipment installed in the tunnel. 
Now the real work begins on analyzing the data. This was the 
last field season in Norway for this project. I have also started 
doing some sculptures with fossils from Wyoming. My next trip 
will hopefully be a vacation to Machu Picchu, Peru. 
Carl Jacobson and students in Geol 365 Structural Geology on 
the annual field trip to Baraboo, Wisconsin (Spring semester 
2011)
M.S. student Ben Petersen in the tunnel at Engabreen, Norway, 
with Mike Lampert, a high-school teacher from Oregon
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Pete Moore, Postdoctroral Research Associate
While I’ve been involved in the Geology program for most of the 
past 12 years (M.S., 2002; PhD, 2009; postdoc 2009-present), 
this will be my first contribution to the Varve. I’m beginning the 
final year of a postdoc this fall focusing on glaciology and glacial 
geology while also contributing to teaching in the department as 
needed.
My family and I have just returned to Ames from a year in 
St. Paul, MN, where my wife (Lisa Schulte Moore, Associate 
Professor in Natural Resources Ecology & Management at 
ISU) had a sabbatical assignment. Lisa split her time between 
the Nature Conservancy in Minneapolis and the Institute on 
the Environment on the St. Paul campus of the University of 
Minnesota. Meanwhile, I was a visiting postdoc in the recently-
renamed Department of Earth Sciences (formerly Geology & 
Geophysics) at the U of MN. While there, I continued work 
on my ISU research mentored by Neal Iverson and began a 
new numerical modeling project in collaboration with Peter 
Hudleston, a structural geologist at the U of MN who has a 
strong interest in structures developed in glaciers. Dr. Hudleston 
and I are trying to develop a better understanding of how ice 
containing densely-packed sediment deforms when embedded 
in a glacier, and what kinds of structures might develop as inter-
layered dirt and clean ice with variable viscosity is squeezed. 
In May, I took a break from computer modeling and spent four 
weeks in Norway performing an experiment in the Svartisen 
subglacial laboratory where we’ve worked for several years (see 
past posts from Neal Iverson). Our goal was to try to stimulate 
and record tiny micro-earthquakes at the bed of the glacier by 
pumping water to the bed.  Several tens of Gigabytes of data 
later, I can’t say for sure that we succeeded, but we did catch 
the glacier doing some pretty neat things on its own. Other 
ISU-affiliated people joining me this year were Mark Mathison, 
Ben Petersen (M.S. Student) and Denis Cohen (affiliate research 
faculty).
Without a doubt, the highlight our year in Minnesota occurred 
on March 14, 2011, when our second child Raymond Robert 
Moore was born. We enjoyed being back in my hometown for 
Ray’s birth, surrounded by family and friends who were lining 
up to hold baby Ray or to entertain his big brother Freddy (born 
2/13/09). Ray is now 5 months old and pushing the upper 
limits of the growth charts as I write this. Freddy is a fantastic 
big brother and is eager--sometimes too eager--to involve Ray 
in his toddler games and shenanigans. With the addition to the 
family, we need a bigger house, and expect to close this fall on 
a great home just a few blocks from where we live now. It’s hard 
to imagine how much things will change between now and next 
year’s Varve!
Karl Seifert, Professor Emeritus
This has been a quiet year for us with little travel and a terrible 
summer with too much heat!  This August we went on a cruise 
to Alaska that had a one week sea portion and a one week 
land portion starting in Vancouver and ending in Fairbanks.  
Temperatures, as always, are cool there compared to Iowa with 
highs in the 60s and lows in the 50s.  We traveled with my 
brother, his wife, his daughter, and his granddaughter.  They had 
never been to Alaska before, or even the west coast of the US 
before.  Real east coasters!
We attended the annual GSA meeting in Minneapolis in October 
and saw several of you there!  The meeting had an abundance of 
Midwest people not seen in west or east coast meetings. 
Bill Simpkins, Professor
It’s been a busy year for Team Hydro. The 3-D model of the 
Ames aquifer will be completed and presented along with a 
final report to the city this fall. The size of the modeled area 
(~ 500 mi2), the details of the buried bedrock valleys, and 
the topography on Pennsylvanian, Mississippian and even the 
Quaternary units has made this a challenging project. One of 
the most interesting results is that much of the Ames aquifer 
is overlain by Peoria loess and likely a Pre-Illinoian outwash 
deposit. Further to the north, new student Jake Smokovitz (B.S., 
University of St. Thomas) began his M.S. research to estimate 
groundwater and nutrient fluxes to Deer and Pokegama Lakes 
near Grand Rapids in Itasca County, Minnesota. The grant is 
a Clean Water Partnership Grant through MPCA to the Itasca 
Soil and Water Conservation District. Jake was funded for the 
summer to install seepage meters and minipiezometers on the 
lakes and will using stable isotopes (courtesy of Al Wanamaker’s 
isotope lab) and an analytical element model to understand 
the groundwater system. He received a GSA Student Research 
Grant for this work, presented at the Minnesota Groundwater 
Association meeting in May, and presented results at GSA in 
Minneapolis. Closer to home, I was approached by the Ames 
City Council to help organize an informational forum after the 
500-year flood in August 2010, at which officials in the Rebuild 
Iowa Office approached me, Kristie Franz, and Matt Helmers in 
ABE to assess the effect of agricultural drainage on peak flows 
and flooding in Iowa. We will be working with researchers at the 
University of Iowa during the next two years on what promises 
to be a political hot potato. New graduate student Alex Morrison 
(B.S., University of Minnesota) will be working on the project. 
This summer, Al Wanamaker and I supervised an NSF Research 
Experience for Undergraduate (REU) student, Nicole Neira from 
Florida International University, who documented the isotopic 
composition of precipitation and water from the South Skunk 
River and Squaw Creek. This project will lay the foundation for 
future proposals on isotope hydrology.  Finally, I was funded 
in June by the Center for Health Effects of Environmental 
Contamination (CHEEC) at the University of Iowa to examine 
human enteric viruses in groundwater with my USGS/USDA 
colleague Mark Borchardt in Wisconsin.  New graduate student 
Adam Davison (B.S., University of Utah) will be sampling the 
South Skunk River, five piezometers, and two municipal wells 
during the next six months to track and quantify the viruses 
(Adenovirus, Norovirus, and Rotovirus) from the river to the 
well field.  Don’t worry – Ames chlorinates its water!
The Hydrogeology course set an all-time record for enrollment 
in fall 2010 – 28 students – followed by fall 2011 with 24 
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students. The labs are a bit crowded! Cinzia Cervato, Kristie 
Franz, Chris Rehmann in CCEE, and I were granted funds from 
the LAS College, the Smith Fund, and Howard Hughes Medical 
Institute to construct a  groundwater/surface water teaching 
facility for Geology 100 and upper-level classes. We installed 
eight monitoring wells in Stuart Smith Park across from Hilton 
Coliseum in August for mapping the water table near Squaw 
Creek.  Four wells will be instrumented with temperature-level-
conductivity probes, whose data will be available in real time on 
ISU’s Environmental Mesonet. Future plans include installation 
of a second gaging on the creek and purchase of an acoustic 
Doppler current profiler. I taught Energy and the Environment 
to 190 students in spring 2011 complete with voluminous 
human and natural disasters (Gulf Oil Disaster, Earthquake/
Tsunami in Japan, etc.).  I’ve become a local expert on fracking 
sand and my voice recently appeared on NPR’s Morning Edition 
(http://www.npr.org/2011/08/03/138710389/gas-extraction-
creates-a-boom-for-sand). Finally, after a five-year absence due 
to low enrollment, Field Methods in Hydrogeology class was 
taught for two weeks in early May to 16 students from five 
departments. And, we helped the economy! An undergraduate in 
the class is now working for one of the well drilling companies 
that we visited in the field.
On the family front, our son Scott and his wife Pauli have 
worked as lab technicians at the University of Minnesota since 
June 2010. They are restless to do their own research, so they 
are taking the new GRE this fall and applying to Ph.D. programs 
in chemistry and biology for fall 2012.  Cathy and I took them 
on a “Simpkins vacation” to Yellowstone and the Tetons in June, 
ending up at the Field Camp reunion in July. Daughter Kelsey 
had a great junior year as an Art major (Environmental Studies 
minor) at Luther College, sang with the Collegiate Choir, and 
traveled to Italy during the J-term in January to study art history 
in Venice and Florence. She has her own radio show on the 
college radio station, is editor of the art events newsletter, and 
will do a senior art show this spring. When her job fell apart this 
summer in in Minneapolis, she lived with her brother and sister-
in-law in St. Paul and volunteered in art museums, spending 
part of the last two weeks helping with the Karl Marx vs. Adam 
Smith puppet show at the Walker Art Center in Minneapolis.  
It was great to see so many of you at the Field Camp reunion!  
Team Hydro invites you to stop in and visit when you are in the 
area!  We’d love to hear what you are doing!
Paul Spry, Professor
Last was another enjoyable year for me at ISU. Andy Fornadel 
(Ph.D. student) finished his two part project involving 
hydrothermal ore deposits in northern Greece for his 
Masters degree. The projects involved the origin of the Fakos 
copper-molybdenum prospect on Limnos Island, and the 
characterization of the Palea Kavala copper-gold-bismuth-
manganese intrusion-related ore system. We worked with Panos 
Voudouris (University of Athens) and Vasilios Melfos (Aristotle 
University of Thessaloniki) on this project, and started a new 
project in Greece with them this summer with my new Master’s 
student, Samantha Bristol, on the shear-hosted Stanos copper-
bismuth-gold system. While we were in Greece we also collected 
samples from the Kallianou copper-gold deposit on south Evia 
Island. This has characteristics of an orogenic gold deposit, a 
type of gold deposit yet to be reported in Greece. Andy stayed 
at ISU to do a Ph.D. project with me on stable tellurium isotope 
systematics of gold-silver telluride deposits, which is both a 
theoretical and experimental study. We are collaborating with 
Edwin Schauble at UCLA who is doing the theoretical part of the 
study. This project is being supported by the National Science 
Foundation ($461K). It is an exciting project because no-one has 
done a systematic study of stable tellurium isotopes before and 
what they tell us about the origin of hydrothermal ore deposits.
M.S. student, Josh O’Brien has obtained a vast amount of 
data for his project on the origin of gahnite and how its trace 
and major element chemistry can be used as a fingerprint to 
explore for large Broken Hill-type lead-zinc-silver deposits. 
This project, which is being financially supported by Perilya 
Limited, involved trips to Ottawa to collect gahnite compositions 
using a laser ablation-inductively coupled-mass spectrometer. 
Scott McFadden’s (M.S. student) research project near Salida 
concerning the origin of nodular sillimanite rocks and their 
genetic relationship to metamorphosed massive copper-zinc 
deposits, had been put on hold because he has taken a position 
with a mining company in Arizona. Things are great in the world 
of mineral deposits geology because, despite the economy, there 
are lots of positions in minerals exploration. Another one of my 
M.S. students, Nathan Forsythe, is working for Greens Creek 
Mining Company near Juneau, Alaska.
Last year, I taught “Igneous and Metamorphic Petrology” with 
Barb Hill and “Optical Mineralogy” on my own. I also continue 
to teach my course on “Gems and Gemstones,” which had an 
enrollment of ~190 students. I took the Geol 507 Midwestern 
Geology Field Trip to south-central Missouri along with a group 
of students from the University of Missouri and Oklahoma 
State University. We had a great underground trip to the lead 
mines along the Viburnum Trend, as well as surface visits to the 
Silvermines silver-tungsten deposit and Proterozoic rocks in  the 
St. Francois Mountains. We also had the “pleasure” of staying 
at the world’s worst motel in Fredericktown (MO)! I also went 
on various family or work related trips to Canada, Italy, Greece, 
Bill Simpkins’ Geol 409 Field Methods in Hydrogeology team 
during the summer of 2011
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Florida, Malta, and England. Please continue to keep in touch by 
phone at (515) 294-9637, by e-mail (pgspry@iastate.edu) or just 
drop by. 
Carl Vondra, Distinguished Professor Emeritus
Georgia and I have recently returned from leading another 
successful excursion for the Osher Lifelong Learning Institute 
(OLLI), formerly the College for Seniors (retirees). This year’s 
excursion was entitled, “Fire and Ice” focusing on the glacial 
landforms of the mid-continent and the northwest and on the 
volcanics of the Columbia Plateau and the Cascades. We had 
twenty-nine very interested participants many of which were 
former ISU faculty or staff. During the spring I presented a series 
of lectures at Reiman Hall in the Alumni Center in preparation 
for the excursion.  The lectures were also available on line. I am 
planning to offer a course during the spring of 2012 entitled, 
“The Yellowstone Supervolcano – its Past and Future” and then 
to follow with an excursion to Yellowstone National Park in July.
In late May and June, Georgia and I traveled to the British 
Isles to take part in an extensive tour of England, Scotland and 
Ireland. We enjoyed the tour and our Australian and Canadian 
companions. The weather, although mostly dry, was unusually 
cool. On our return in mid-June we traveled to Indianapolis for 
our grandson, Skylar’s wedding (Carla’s son).  From there we 
visited our daughter, Cindy, in northern Minnesota and then our 
son, Charles, in Montana.
We joined faculty and alumni for the Alumni Days reunion and 
the dedication of the Smith Lodge at the Field Station.  It was 
a successful event and Georgia and I enjoyed reminiscing with 
the alumni of days in the field and at the Field Station. We hope 
that you and your families are well and continue to be gainfully 
employed and prosperous. We wish all of you the best.
Alan Wanamaker, Jr., Assistant Professor
Let me start by saying that I really enjoyed attending the Geology 
Alumni reunion in Shell, Wyoming in July 2011. It was great fun 
to meet you and your families, and I am already looking forward 
to the next gathering. In the Stable Isotope Paleo Environments 
Research Group (SIPERG; http://www.ge-at.iastate.edu/siperg/
index.html) we have been busy processing all sorts of samples 
during the last year. For example, we have analyzed more than 
3000 isotope samples (representing more than 100 days of 
machine time) for multiple ISU investigators, including graduate 
and undergraduate students, who study such topics as climate 
change, paleoclimate, hydrological processes, archaeology, 
ecology, anthropogenic impacts on the environment (e.g., carbon 
emissions, land-use changes), aquatic conservation and trophic-
level interactions, agricultural impacts on nutrient dynamics, 
and soil chemistry. Mark Mathison continues to help keep the 
analytical equipment in good working order. Thanks Mark! 
Next year, we are planning on a renovation of the Stable Isotope 
Laboratory, which will improve the functionality of the space in 
addition to making it a nicer place to conduct research. 
Susy Ankerstjerne (Geology Alum; MS 2010) was hired to 
manage the Stable Isotope Laboratory. It has been great to have 
her help. Above and beyond running isotope samples, Susy 
organizes all that happens within the SIPERG. Erin Beirne (MS 
2011) successfully defended her thesis (Pursuing a proxy for 
carbon cycling in the temperate North Atlantic: an investigation 
of the utility of Arctica islandica shell carbonate to millennial 
scale dissolved inorganic carbon reconstructions) in July 2011. 
Erin B. landed an excellent job managing a Stable Isotope 
Laboratory at Harvard University where they primary research 
sulfur systems. Shelly Griffin and Erin Lower continue to work 
on our NSF funded research project (Collaborative research: 
Construction of a continuous, high resolution and absolutely-
dated marine chronology from the Gulf of Maine during the 
last millennium) on marine climate change. Shelly’s research is 
largely focused on constructing the master shell chronologies 
(similar to dendrochronology) and Erin L. is working on the 
geochemical record, which includes radiocarbon, stable carbon 
and oxygen isotopes. Madelyn Mette (BS Geology; Macalester 
College 2010) has joined the SIPERG this semester. We are 
excited to have her in our department and our research group. 
Additionally, Bill Simpkins and I hosted two REU (Research 
Experience for Undergraduates) Biogeosciences students for a 
10-week period. Nicole Neira (Florida International University) 
conducted research utilizing local water isotopes and Kevin 
Shrumm (College of Western Idaho) conducted research in the 
area of sclerochronology.
In addition to my research, I continue to teach courses in 
Oceanography, Stable Isotopes in the Environment, and 
Paleoclimatology. Thus far, these have been classes have been 
popular and well-attended. My family (Ellen, Jayna, and 
Jack) and I are well, and we are adjusting to life in Ames. We 
purchased a house just south of campus in the late winter. We 
live in a great neighborhood full of nice kids. I am able to walk 
to and from campus very easily. Please feel free to visit anytime 
you are in town. I wish you a safe and healthy year.
Ken Windom, Associate Professor Emeritus
It hardly seems like a year has passed since writing something 
for the last Varve. If time flies when you are having fun, I must 
be having a ball! Despite being retired, I find myself busier than 
ever, the difference being that I can work at what I want to for 
as long at a time as I want to. Jane and I still live on our acreage 
with the horses and dogs (and one barn cat). In addition to the 
critters, I enjoy my garden and woodworking shop.
The family has grown by one more member since the last Varve 
was published. Our daughter, Kim, had a baby girl in March. 
Grandma spent a month in San Francisco helping Kim and her 
husband Mark when the baby was born, then I went out in May 
for a visit. Kim took off about 12 weeks from work, then went 
back to discover that the company she works for promoted her 
to Vice President of New Market Operations. Steve, our son, also 
has a new job. He is the Quality Assurance Automation Engineer 
for one of the insurance companies in Des Moines. His daughter 
is 2 now, and has managed to wrap all the adults around her 
little fingers. Amazing how kids can do that!
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Fun at Field Camp 
2011 in Wyoming!
Right: This wonderful rendition cover of the Varve in 1964 was 
submitted by Gary Johnson (B.S. 1964) and done by Rick Rarick a 
fraternity brother of Gary. The Five Sisters used to be a bar (with 
a liberal drinking policy!) down the lane from the camp, but was 
destroyed by a fire in the 1980s.
I wanted to say how much I enjoyed seeing the alumni who 
attended the reunion at the Field Station in July. It was certainly 
a lot of fun to get reacquainted with folks I haven’t seen in 
several years. I know the rest of the faculty feels the same, and 
definitely encourage everyone who did not attend to make a 
special effort to come to one of the future events, either at the 
Field Station or on the ISU campus. Until then, my best regards 
to you all.
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Alumni Contributions 
to Geological Sciences: 
Iowa State University
I wish to support programs in Geological Sciences at ISU.  
Enclosed is my gift of:
____$1000  
____$250  
____$100  
____$50      
Other $_______________
Please specify the Geological Sciences fund
that should receive your gift:
_____Geology Development Fund (1949512)
_____Geology Field Camp Fund (1948312)
_____Quentin Schmidt Memorial Field Trip Fund (1900138)
_____Geology Alumni Development Fund (1900040)
_____Carolyn Jones-Eiler Scholarship (1908641)
_____Peter R. Johnson Memorial Scholarship (1902832)
_____Rodney D. Gardner Memorial Scholarship (1900078)
_____John Lemish Memorial Scholarship (1914321)
_____ Jon Martin Peckenpaugh Geology Field Camp Scholarship   
           (2702869)
_____O’Brien-Lonsdale Endowment Fund (1936212)
_____Georgia L. and Carl F. Vondra Graduate Fellowship  
           (2700426)
_____Huedepohl Geology Field Camp Scholarship (2701147)
_____Beck Family Scholarship (2702124)
_____Kevin Connolly Geology Field Camp Scholarship (2702214)
____I will request that my employer match my gift (if appropriate) 
to the same fund noted above.  
My employer is ______________________________________
____ For gifts of $100 and above you may choose to receive a 6” x 
8” (landscape) plaque cut from a plank saved during the demolition 
of the renowned field camp ”5-Holer.” The plaque contains a metal 
plate with the inscription “Iowa State University, Carl F. Vondra 
Geology Field Station, From the “5-Holer” - In use 1958-2004, 
Certified Authentic by: [Carl Vondra’s signature].
____ For gifts of $200 and above you may choose the 
6” x 15” (portrait) version. 
Your check, which may be made payable to the ISU Foundation, 
is tax deductible.  Please include the fund number on your check, 
and return it with this form to: Dr. Neal Iverson, Chair, Dept. of 
Geological & Atmospheric Sciences, 253 Science I, Iowa State 
University, Ames, IA  50011-3212
Geological Sciences Funds and Endowments
Beck Family Scholarship: Established by Jim and Denise Beck to help 
the department recruit the best undergraduate students, with particular 
emphasis on providing assistance for students to attend field camp.
Carolyn Eiler-Jones Scholarship: Established in the memory of Carolyn 
Eiler-Jones (B.S. 1973) by her family, this fund provides a scholarship for 
an undergraduate student to attend the summer field camp.
Geology Alumni Development Fund: Established by Geology alumni, 
this fund provides support for travel and other expenses associated with 
development activities.
Geology Development Fund: This fund is unrestricted.  Generally, it has 
been used to support purchase and maintenance of equipment used in 
research and teaching, and to cover start-up funds for new professors.
Geology Field Camp Fund: This fund allows improvements in the 
facilities at the Wyoming Field Station.
Georgia L. and Carl F. Vondra Graduate Fellowship: Established in 
2000 in honor of the distinguished contributions of Carl Vondra to the 
Department of Geological and Atmospheric Sciences. This fellowship 
is to attract an outstanding incoming graduate student by providing a 
fellowship above and beyond the stipend the student will already receive 
from a research or teaching assistantship.
Huedepohl Geology Field Camp Scholarship: Established in 2004 
by Bradley Huedepohl (M.S., 1956) to provide a scholarship for an 
undergraduate to attend the ISU summer field camp.
John Lemish Memorial Scholarship: Established by Dr. Ramon Bisque 
(Ph.D. 1959) in 1989 in honor of John Lemish (Professor Emeritus) and 
was called the John Lemish Award for Earth Science. Provides a cash 
award to one or more outstanding graduate students with demonstrated 
research ability.
Jon Martin Peckenpaugh Geology Field Camp Scholarship: 
Established in 2010 in the memory of Jon M. Peckenpaugh (B.S. 1970; 
M.S. 1973) by his family, to provide a scholarship for an undergraduate 
geology, environmental science, or Earth science major to attend the Carl 
Vondra Field Camp.
Kevin Connolly Geology Field Camp Scholarship: Established by 
Kevin Connolly (B.A. 1987) in 2008 to provide Geology or Earth Science 
majors with a scholarship to attend the Carl Vondra Field Camp.
O’Brien-Lonsdale Endowment Fund: This fund will establish an 
endowed chair in geology.
Peter R. Johnson Memorial Scholarship: Established in the memory 
of Peter R. Johnson (B.S. 1977) by his family, this fund provides a 
scholarship for an undergraduate student to attend the summer field 
camp.
Quentin Schmidt Memorial Field Trip Fund: This fund furnishes 
financial support for class and departmental field trips.
Rodney D. Gardner Memorial Scholarship: Established in 1995 by 
the children of Rodney D. Gardner (B.S. 1962), this fund furnishes a 
scholarship to an undergraduate student on the basis of scholarship and 
financial need.
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Contributions from 7/1/10 to 6/30/11
Rodney Gardner Scholarship (1900078)
John Barwin (BS 1956)
Quentin Schmidt Memorial Field Trip 
Fund (1900138)
Patricia Dickerson (MS 1983)
Carolyn Jones-Eiler Scholarship 
(1908641)
Sarah Chadima (MS 1982)
James Eiler
John Lemish Memorial Scholarship 
(1914321)
Gerald Hunt (BS 1959)
George Kunkel (BS 1956)
Geology Field Camp Fund (1948312)
Benjamin Barnes (MS 1985)
Gary Bible (PhD 1978)
Bruce Bowen (PhD 1974)
Janet Boyd
Richard Fox (BS 1963)
Steven Condon (BS 1973)
Larry Fellows (BS 1955)
Larry Garside (BS 1957)
Jane Grenier
Daniel Hansen (MS 1978)
John Hooper (MS 1978)
Carl & Carol Jacobson
Mark Mathisen (PhD 1981)
Robert Powell (BS 1982)
Frank Reckendorf (MS 1964)
John Rudisill (BS 1976)
Leroy Shaser (MS 1978)
Jack Troeger (MS 1971)
Tracy Vallier (BS 1962)
Aaron Weegar (BA 1985)
Howard White (PhD 1981)
Jim Zalesky (BS 1977)
Geology Development Fund (1949512)
Lee Backsen (MS 1963)
Allen Berte (BS 1979)
Keith Carlson (MS 1962)
Clint Carney (BS 1997)
Robert Carson (BS 1974)
Thure Cerling (MS 1973)
Thomas Cloud (MS 1981)
Robert & Anita Cody
Rodney DeBruin (MS 1975)
James Englehorn (BS 1958)
Richard Faas (PhD 1964)
John Foster (MS 1969)
Charles Fudge (BS 1956)
Ronald Genter (BS 1958)
William Gibbons (MS 1995)
Dave Hamilton (MS 1979)
Allen Hanson (BS 1947)
Paul Hardersen (BS 1997)
Gary Hauser (BS 1961)
Thomas Hooyer (PhD 1999)
Richard Iverson (BS 1977)
Nancy Jensen (BS 1980)
Robert Jodan (BS 1961)
James Kipp (MS 1981)
Douglas Klein (BS 1963)
Robert Ladd (MS 1979)
Kenneth Lasota (MS 1982)
Kenneth Manahl (MS 1981)
David Morehouse (MS 1970)
Curtis Peck (MS 1980)
Bruce Petersen (BS 1967)
Peter Pickford (BS 1950)
Milton Pierson (MS 1987)
Clay Postlethwaite (PhD 1988)
Darvin Rehms (BS 1958)
Dennis Reida (BS 1974)
George Rosenfeld (BS 1956)
Lucie Sawyer (MS 2010)
Karl & Carole Seifert
Leroy Shaser (MS 1978)
Carl Shaw (MS 1986)
Hugo Sindelar (BS 1952)
John Spencer (MS 1974)
David Stangl (MS 1978)
Georia Vondra (MS 1993)
Jeffrey Vosburgh (BS 1985)
Lynn Watney (MS 1972)
Kurt Webber (BS 1973)
Lowell Wille (MS 1984)
Mark Wiseman (BS 1974)
Richard Zingula (BS 1971)  
Georgia L. and Carl F. Vondra 
Graduate Fellowship (2700426)
Igor & Anna Beresnev
Dibakar Goswami (PhD 1993)
Carl & Carol Jacobson
Kenneth Tindall (MS 1985)
Carl & Georgia Vondra
Huedepohl Geology Field Camp 
Scholarship (2701147) 
Lynne Hudepohl
Smith Family Foundation 
Departmental Chair in Geology 
(2702478)
Tom (MS 1971) & Evonne Smith
Jon Martin Peckenpaugh Geology Field 
Camp Scholarship (2702869)
Mike Kozimko (MS 1977)
Cheryl Peckenpaugh
Jason Peckenpaugh & Nancy Glass
Marvin Taylor (BS 1970)
Matching funds
Anadarko Petroleum
Chevron Corporation
Conoco Phillips
Lockheed Martin Corporation
Back to Wyoming
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
Geological & Atmospheric Sciences
253 Science I 
Ames, Iowa 50011-3212
Geol 507 field trip to the Sweetwater lead-zinc mine, Missouri
